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Abstract 

Urban Forest Edge as an Approach Towards Sustainability: 
Focus on Onsu-dong, Guro-gu, Seoul 

 

Wonhee Cho 

Department of Landscape Architecture 

The Graduate School of Environmental Studies 

Seoul National University 

 

Seoul as a metropolitan city has grown very fast in the half a century. Before 

urbanization, Seoul maintained many mountains and hills that created an exquisite natural 

landscape. At present the growing city has reached the edges of the mountain which are 

forested. Forest shares the border with urban fabrics in irregular form. The forest seems an 

inconsiderable condition and each edge is easily characterized by function of the city. But 

forest and city do not match harmoniously, as the city seems a stronger force. To alleviate the 

sudden conflicts on urban fabric and forest, methodological approach is necessary. To 

reinforce the city forest which is yet young and fragile, collective insights are imperative.  

The purpose of this thesis is as the following. First, explore a sustainable planning method 

which integrates forest and urban fabric as a sustainable human settlement. Second, 

introduce an ecological planning method to connect forest and urban vegetation with the 

purpose of setting up autonomous plant succession. Third, devise a practical planning 

method and administrative guidance with current theories on the forest edge and urban forest 

for and applicable cityscape. 

Throughout this research the three major inputs will be the landscape ecology theory of 

the forest edge, the approach to urban forest and the concept of Korean village grove 

(Maeulsoop). To test these theoretical concepts, this thesis focuses on the case of Onsu-dong 

village and its neighboring industrial complex. For this research in chapter 3, it contains the 

history, site visits, water systems, soil, current vegetation, traffics, land use and open spaces 

of surrounding area of the site. Chapter 4 evaluates urban planning, village project and 

neighborhood park construction plan that are in progress of the site and also, it emphasized 
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the validity of this new research that will connect the plans and the urban forest.  

In chapter 5, planning strategies include the managing of a soft edge as the foundation of 

green corridor, multiplying patch elements for the green porosity of urban fabric, and 

extending boundary of the forest as a green buffer. To apply various strategic methods, the 

author selected 5 areas regarding each with a significantly different character. Planning 

scope includes forest, village and industrial complex. 

In chapter 6, for a specified design the patches and corridor are set on the site and the 

circulation line of vehicle and human is designed. For the vegetation of patch, the climax 

species Carpinus laxiflora and Quercus aliena of the future dominant Quercus spp. forest is 

adjusted to the corridor which connects the forest and the urban area. On the wet land, 

riparian vegetation Salix spp. is suggested and Alnus hirsuta is selected for the forest valley. 

Also where the eastern village and forest meets is the suitable soil for the Marus domestica 

(apple tree) to grow. In the lower reaches of main stream, the soil is rich and fertile for crops 

to grow, so Morus alba (mulberry tree) is selected. Paulownia tomentosa (Korean paulownia) 

was also selected since this region was well-known for its propagation. What the Onsu-dong 

residents wanted was elected through the residents’ meeting for Citizen-participating 

regeneration project. The results are combined with a master plan, five sections, two detailed 

forest edge sections and vegetation selection tables. 

 

Keywords: Urban forest, forest edge, landscape ecology, ecological planning, vegetation 

succession, village forest 

Student Number: 2010-23907 
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ChapterⅠ Introduction 

1. Background 

The forest, with its natural values, had been considered one of the most typical 

landscapes that people could encounter in Seoul at least before 1950’s1. However, with 

rapid and inconsiderate urbanization, the importance of forest has decreased and the 

variety of benefits that the forest has been overlooked over the past decades.  

Seoul, as a metropolitan city, has grown much faster than most other cities. The 

basic topography of Seoul was a mountainous. Form the origin, the capital Hanyang, 

Seoul was encircled by mountains that were clad with forests. As the city 

metropolitanized, forest was seen as of secondary importance. Now, urban fabric has 

encroached on the edge of forest, surrounding the suburban area.  

However, recently citizens are starting to require useful green space in their 

neighborhood. Seoul Forest and Dream Forest now act as the citizen’s urban park with 

strategies of reforesting and constructing public space. Lots of forest trails have been 

made and connect one another, all over Seoul. Moreover, sustainable development for 

existing villages is attempted as a strategy in order not to damage surrounding open 

green space that would otherwise suffer from new residential construction business. 

Although increasing demands of green spaces, Korea still has less intention of doing the 

“ecological sustainability of plants used for re-vegetation.”2 

A forest shares the border with urban fabric in irregular form. Despite indiscriminate 

development, each edge can be characterized by the function of the city that encounters 

the forest. To alleviate the sudden conflicts on urban fabric and forest, methodological 

approach is necessary. To reinforce the city forest which is yet immature and fragile, 

collective insights would be imperative.  

                                                   

1 In June, 1960, Seoul was devastated by the Korean War. In 1953, as the result of armistice, Seoul city 
recovered a function of the capital. With the establishment of Sungbuk-gu in 1949 and expansion of the city limit, 
Seoul city has included Han-river and begun an era of Northern and Southern Seoul.(Encyclopedia of Korean 
Culture) 

2 Alexander J. Felson, "Bridging Ecological Research and Urban Design." Paper presented at the Sustainable 
Landscape Design Symposium, (EDAW l AECOM and Ruters University,2008) 
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2. Objectives 

The purpose of this study is to explore further the value of the function of the city 

edge forest as ecological human settlement. The rigid boundary has made a gap between 

ecologist and landscape designers; however, Ecologist starts to interpret urban fabric 

within whole ecosystem.3 Filling the crack as approaches of endemic re-vegetation and 

accompanying administrative proposal is the purpose. 

Urban texture and forest have a myriad of points where they meet and conditions 

that are still changing. To avoid mutual contradictory meaning and function of forest and 

city, the method of soft buffer, acting as a neutral zone, will be presented. But a buffer is 

not an anonymous belt; it also needs to provide its possibilities in the whole ecosystem 

as a community facility that can be strategically, achieved by a reforestation and planting 

design method. Well-managed city forests attract citizens to be more involved as an 

actor performing towards the benefit of ecological space. Such an approach in search of 

mutual benefit for the city forest suggests a new vision of the metropolitan city.  

Practically speaking this thesis also seeks for solutions to make an attractive 

cityscape that includes buffer functions and forest.  

  

Briefly, the purpose could be considered as the followings:  

1) Explore a sustainable planning method which integrates forest and urban fabric as 

human settlement 

2) Introduce an ecological planning method to connect forest and urban vegetation; 

it means to set up autonomous plant succession.  

3) Device a practical planning method and administrative guidance with current 

theories on the forest edge and urban forest for and applicable cityscape 

  

                                                   

3 Alexander J. Felson, "Bridging Ecological Research and Urban Design." Paper presented at the Sustainable 
Landscape Design Symposium, (EDAW l AECOM and Ruters University, 2008) 
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3. Introduction of the Site 

 

Location:  Onsu-dong, Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea 

Area: 442,126m2 

<Table 1.1 Numeric data of the site> 

Residential Buildings House holds Number of companies Workers 

262 921 161 1564 

 

The site is the edge of Onsu Urban Natural Park (Waryong forest), at the border of 

Seoul Metropolitan Region and Buchoen city. The site was designated as Urban Natural 

Park according to the law. The law assigns the right to a Mayer to place restrictions on 

the mountainous district to conserve fair vegetation and scenic beauty within urban areas. 

Currently, green space encircles Onsu-dong village and Onsu industrial complex. This 

green area extends to northern area up to Yangcheon-gu. 

The boundary of the site, on the mountain side is basically the edge of the watershed. 

“A watershed is the area of land where all of the water that is under it or drains off of it 

goes into the same place. Watersheds come in all shapes and sizes. They cross county, 

state, and national boundaries4.” On the side of the city, the boundary is formed by the 

nearest ridges of the forest to the main road (Buil-ro 1) passing Onsu-dong village and 

                                                   

4 United State Environment Protection Agency, http://water.epa.gov/type/watersheds/whatis.cfm 

<Figure 1.1. Site location> 
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Onsu industrial complex. 

 The village area is selected for Citizen-participation Dwelling Regeneration Project 

by newly elected Mayer of Seoul, Park won-soon. The village dwellers participate to 

improve village’s total environment and become main agent of the project. And 

specialist form each fields helps in planning. Also, the industrial complex, which is the 

oldest facility in Seoul, is planned to be redeveloped. Onsu subway station catchment 

area is currently under the public notification by Guro-gu as District-Unit PlanⅠ. The 

plan is established to actualize land for specialized purpose and function of cities or 

agricultural land, forest etc. The government practice to relieve floor area ratio within 

boundaries of District Unit Plan Ⅰarea. 

 

4. Approach 

This paper includes two of approaches: “Ecological Design” and “Plural Design”. 

With 6 landscape architecture typology of Katherine Crewe and Ann Forsyth (2003), 

this paper reinforces its legitimacy.  

<Table 1.2 Katherine Crewe and Ann Forsyth’s classification of approaches (Crewe & Forsyth, 2003)> 

Approach Goal Process Client Approach to nature 

Ecological 
Design  

Design ground in 
nature 

Draws on natural 
science research 
but applies this to 
design problems 

Government, 
corporate, and 
private clients who 
want to restore, 
enhance, or 
supplement 
existing 
environments 

Try to create 
landscapes that 
create human-
scaled ecosystems, 
through respecting 
the natural world. 

Plural 
Design 

Empowerment and 
participation of 
users 

Professional 
knowledge and 
local/user 
knowledge interact 

The least 
advantaged 
neighborhood 
residents, etc. 

Nature is a setting 
for human life. 

To set the principle, two main approaches are selected. This study focuses on 

ecology to restore and rehabitualize the nature in the city. It requires deep understanding 

of the urban forest, urban fabric and especially the urban forest edge. “ecological factors” 

are directly continued to the planning. And for the compound understanding of Onsu-

dong it is worth contemplating participation of users and nature as human settlement. 
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ChapterⅡ Fundamental Research 

To establish a planning, it is required to invest logic, relevant and interconnected 

theory and phenomena. To focus on the solution of the forested mountain edge, 

theoretical and practical approaches will be described. To recognize general factors and 

meaning of the urban forest, the emerging importance of the urban forest will be 

presented as a second subject. Subsequently, to research further into the meaning of the 

forest, the origin and function of Korean Village Grove will be traced.  

 

1. Discussions on the Edge 

In landscape ecology, ‘edge’ is the joint of different types of the natural or artificial 

patches. Edges can exist on the boundary of different types of land patches. Forman and 

Godron(1986) stated, that this could be explained through landscape-geomorphic 

change, natural disturbance, and human influence.  

 The edge is also a boundary, although a boundary is by no means always an edge.5 

In theories on Urban Green, the edge and the boundary are proposed as two types of 

socio-spatial transfer that have contrary characteristics. (see Table 2.1) The edge 

signifies a broad, band-like area and has more connectivity, ambiguity then the boundary  

<Table 2.1 Characteristic of the Edge and Boundary (Ipsen, 2010)> 

                                                   

5 Detlev Ipsen, "Green between inside and Outside." In Urban Green, Annette Becter nad Peter Cachola 
Schmal(Eds.)( Birkhäuser Architecture, 2010), pp.193-7  

Edge Boundary(border) 

A band or strip-like area A line, imagined or material 

Connect them by incorporation aspects 
Function as expressing separation : 

Clearly separate definable socio-spatial units 

Remaining ambiguous Symbolically or materially unequivocal 

Less strongly regulate spaces Highly regulate spaces 

Place of transformation : potential spaces, space-

time 
Hinder potential change 
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which is a line basically. The edge as a transformation space has potential space for a 

variety of activities 

 

The edge tends to be on the boundary of the city and in the case of Seoul it is 

normally an urban forest configuration. The urban forest exists as a remnant patch 

isolated by surrounding urbanization and city fabric under human influence. Mostly in 

the city, the edge is formed between human dwellings and a forest, which becomes a 

human disturbance to forest vegetation. “The spreading of one landscape at the expense 

of an adjacent landscape is a competition and results in human and natural 

conflicts.(Forman & Godron, 1986)” 

The edge, in this case, is the surface of discontinuity and therefore, is the counter 

meaning of gradient. Landscape change proceeds in two different ways, one is a 

progressive mosaic pattern change, and the other one is a gradient which is a gradual 

migration of the system. 6 The edge is classified from soft to hard, it is chiefly 

inarticulate, and not possible to distinguish each landscape type in detail. Normally, 

human modification forms the hard edge, while the change along the natural 

phenomenon forms the soft edge. 

 

When it comes to vegetation, the edge between open cultivated areas and forests 

shows vegetation community changes. Edges provide opportunities for species of 

disturbed habitats which are stronger than interior species, such as climber plant near the 

forest trail.7 The total amount of energy is higher on the edge than in the interior of the 

patch. This fact is due to higher light ability at the edge and reduced plant competition 

on the open side.8 Most of plant species prefer sunny place to shade and pioneering 

species quickly starts to grow on the edge. 

                                                   

6 Do-Won Lee, Landscape Ecology, (Seoul: Seoul National University, 2001)(Korean) 

7 Ibid. 

8 Richard T. T. Forman and Michel Godron, Landscape Ecology (New York: Wiley, 1986). 
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Below are the typical development processes of edge species, which is the so-called 

edge effect. 

 

(1) None or poor ground vegetation with canopy trees  

(2) Canopy trees with a narrow and linear strip of shrubs   

(3) Shrubs with small trees and canopy trees in full of density. 

<Figure 2.1 Three phases of edge structure (reference: Forman & Godron, 1986)> 

 

The edge effect is an appearing of diverse species on the border of woodland patch. 

The Saum in the border of perennial herb present on the outer edge of the forest. The 

woody shrub belt surrounding the forest is called Mentel, appearing between Saum and 

woodland canopy trees. The edge species Saum and Mantel construct the forest border 

more dense and heterogeneous.  

 

 

 

Forman and Godron(1986) also describes eight types of boundary shapes which acts 

as patches. The diagram concerns multi vegetation group forests but also human 

geography. Closed boundaries an area that which do not cut across the perimeter form 

<Figure 2.2 Saum(a) and Mantel(b), (VEGETATIONSÖKOLOGIE, University of 
Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna)> 

(a) (b) 
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patches. The density of patches is a measure of porosity. Regardless of the patch size, 

the number of closed patches is a decisive factor for porosity. 

The perimeter is the matrix which connects the landscape factors. The more apparent 

porosity is present, the more powerful the effect is on the matrix. Diagram a of the set of 

figures depicts a matrix porosity of zero, b-e in the set of figures show a matrix porosity 

of respectively 1, 2, 3 and 11. Diagram f indicates open boundary beyond a matrix, in 

this case it is unclear which factor should be the matrix or the patch. Diagram g and h 

have the same values for porosity, which differs in the incomplete boundary of g or 

complete boundary of h.  

 

<Figure 2.3 Porosity and connectivity of the matrix, M=matrix, P=patch. (a) The simplest case where 
porosity=0. (b) Porosity = 1. (c) Porosity = 2. (d) Porosity = 3. (e) Porosity = 11. (f) Porosity = 2, and matrix 
connectivity is complete, but it is unclear whether type M or type P should be the matrix. (g) Porosity = 2, 
but connectivity is not complete. (h) Porosity = 2, and connectivity is complete. (Forman & Godron 1986)> 
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2. Trace into the forest 

2.1 Urban forest 

 Urban forest supports citizen’s recreation and emotional cultivation. The term 

urban forest is used in a wide sense including parks, school forests, forest parks and 

roadside trees. In a broad sense, it can include ever the trees in a private estate or public 

area or planted around infrastructure such railway and electricity installations.9  

With rapid urbanization, the city extended, encroaching up on the area of the forest. 

Approximately 90 percent of Korea’s population makes a living in the city; however, 

average decreasing rate of the forest is 3.5 percent per year, which is 35 times more than 

of whole nation.10 

Green spaces in Seoul are unevenly distributed with a far weight towards the border 

of the city. 76 percent of the green space of Seoul is in mountainous topography on the 

boundary of the city.11 Partial distribution of the urban forest mostly on the border of 

Seoul is designated as Urban Natural Park or Development Restriction Zone.  

 

Urban Forest Type 

Urban forest has been classified according to various methods and typologies. As 

reported by Korea Forest Service, Urban forest functions as an urban forest park, a life 

environment forest, roadside trees, school forest, village forest, landscape forest. The 

purpose of the Korean government is noise-reducing, air-purification, citizen’s resting, 

constructing landmark.  

Kim Ki-Won and Byoun Woo-Hyuk, et al.(2010) classified urban forest function and 

values as environment conservation forest, landscape composition, prevention of the 

disaster, recreational forest, historical and cultural forest(see table 2.2). Urban forest is 

not only urban infrastructure but also original topography which has been encroached 

                                                   

9 Korea Forest Service, http://www.forest.go.kr 

10 Ibid. 

11 Hye Young Oh, "Village Forest Report,"  (Seoul Green Trust, 2007). 
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and fragmented in the process of urbanization.12 

<Table 2.2 Function and value of urban forest(Kim and Byoun, 2010)> 

Forest type Function Contents 

Environment 
conservation 

Ecosystem 
conservation 

Groundwater Ground water recharge 

Riparian ecosystem 
Preservation of stream water quality, habitat 
of riparian life 

Soil environment 
Soil erosion prevention, habitat of soil 
vegetation and life 

Wild animals Habitat for wild animals 

Urban 
environment 
conservation 

Micro-climates 
control 

Temperature and humidity control, air 
circulation, protection against the wind, 
produce cool breeze 

Decrease of 
environmental 
pollution 

Air purification, noise control, 
dust absorption 

Landscape 
composition 

Aesthetical function 
Perception of seasonal change, impression of 
the nature, view point, landmark 

City-planning function 
Prevention of conurbation, control urban 
development, control urban development 
form 

Prevention 
of the 
disaster 

Prevention of the disaster 
Flood control, prevention of landslip, fire 
protection 

Disaster refuge Refugee camp, evacuation way 

Recreational 
forest 

Dynamic recreation 
Exercising place, playing facilities, 
performance 

Static recreation Walk way, meditation 

Heath care Green shower, forest therapy 

Education Forest kindergarten, nature exploration 

Historical 
and cultural 
forest 

Historical and cultural function 
Cultural asset, spiritual place, historical 
memorial 

 

In another approach, Lee Dongkun et al. studied urban forest types by considering 

geographical features, biological and sociological characteristics for management and 

effective overview to be used as a guide by local governments.13 To extract forest types 

                                                   

12 Ki-Won Kim and Woo-Hyuk Byoun, et al. Theory and Practice of Urban Forest, (Seoul: Yiche, 2010) 

13 Dong-Kun Lee, at el. “Classification of Urban Forest Types and its Application Methods for Forests 
Creation and Management.” The Korean Society of Environmental Restoration Technology, 12(5), 2009 pp.101-
109. 
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the researchers selected two factors: “Urban Forest Naturalness”, and “High 

Accessibility and Disturbed by Human”  

The factor, “Urban Forest Naturalness” is divided into three sections which are the 

area of the forest, available education programs and the average degree of slope. The 

other factor, “High Accessibility and Disturbed by Human” is considered according to 

ratio of residential area around urban forest, which is quantified as Difference Vegetation 

Index (NDVI). 

According to two factors level, the values which indicate forest characteristics are 

doted on the two-class method(X-Y graph). The values are classified by similarity and 

sorted as types (see table 2.3).  

 

<Table 2.3 Urban forest types( Lee, Dong-kun et al. 2009)> 

Type Characteristic Examples Image 

Type1 Large urban forest, High naturalness, 

low accessibility, low disturbance 

Buckhan Mt., Gwanak 

Mt., Umyeon Mt., Surak 

Mt., Nam Mt. 

 

Type2 Fragmented forest, middle 

naturalness, low accessibility, low 

disturbance, Possibility of connection 

with type1 

Ilja san, Chihyoun san,  

The hill at the back of 

Songgok Girls High 

School 
 

Type3 Flatland forest, high accessibility, 

Rest place, Education, Possibility of 

connection with cultural facilities, 

Low naturalness 

Sunreung, Children’s 

grand park forest, 

Jongmyo shrine forest 
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Type4 Forest adjacent to the village, middle 

naturalness, High accessibility, High 

disturbance 

An Mt., Inwang Mt., 

Bonghwa Mt., 

Satoyama(里山)14 
 

 

2.2 Maeulsoop: the Korean Village Grove 

Traditionally Koreans maintained an afforested area close to their village, which is 

referred to as village grove (Maeulsoop). The grove was functioned in a myriad of ways; 

for the protection against the wind, the amending territory according to Feng-shui 

geomancy.15 In this subject, I mainly referred Kim Hak-Bum and Jang Dong-Soo.16 

The Korean village grove, Maeulsoop, contains the history of the village, culture, 

faith, and directly relates to the villager’s daily life. The villagers construct and conserve 

the forest voluntarily. The grove was planted according to territorial Feng-shui theory 

and their faith, with consideration for a sustainable vegetation strategy. Therefore the 

Korean village grove is, usually composed of simple tree species. Acting as an 

indigenous worship object, a structure of auspicious territory, a topological spectacle, the 

Korean village grove has importance in the cultural aspect. Moreover, villagers use the 

grove when they are taking rest, recreating, holding an assembly, or do some exercising. 

Kim and Jang refer to five main characteristics and functions (see also table 2.4). 

1) The village grove is not a naturalized forest but a planted forest around a village. 

2) The village grove relate to villager’s social activities. 

3) Villagers have given special intentions and meanings to the construction of village 

groves. 

4) The village grove has a function for villagers something like a park. 

5) People regard the village grove as a symbol of their hometown and their fate. 

                                                   

14 Japanese conception, the word ‘Satoyama’ can be decribed as a place where people and nature 
harmoniously exist, where biodiversity flourishes, and where the human spirit and creativity thrives. The words 
for mountain, ‘Sato’ and village, ‘yama’ combined.  http://satoyamaspirit.org/about-satoyama-spirit/ 

15 China oriented concept of feng-shui masters and carpenters shaped a practice distinctively different from 
that of architects in the West, characterized by their ability to grace a building with auspicious good fortune or to 
curse it with ill fate. 

16 Hak-Bum Kim, Jang, Dong-Soo, Maulsup, the Korean Village Grove (Seoul: Youlhawdong, 1994). 
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<Table 2.4 Functional classification of Maeulsoop, adapted from 『朝鮮の林藪』(Dokumicheu 
Nobuyuki,1938)> 

Functions Contents 

Religion Mystical force, The Tomb, Topological Feng-shui, Apparition faith 

Education Memorial, Role model, Treasure, Historical site, a Place of scenic beauty, 
Natural monument 

Formal Scenery Gathering shrine, Buddhist shrine, Practicing archery, Ancestor worship, 
a place of historical remains 

Sanitation Public health, Public space, Boundary of the village 

Road Roadside trees, Multi-purpose Pavilion 

Stability Flood prevention forests, Wind damage prevention forests, Tidal wave 
and salty wind prevention forests, Drifting sand prevention, soil erosion 
prevention 

Agriculture Dam, Embankment, Dyke, Bank 

Hunting, Ranch Hunting, Ranch 

Military Stronghold, Sea defense zone, Guard of the frontier 

Common use Materials(of Vessels, Official use, coffins), an orchard, special use 

 

Causes of village forest deforestation 

 Kim and Jang(1994) state that the main causes for village forest deforestation that it 

mostly is subject to uncontrolled secondary forest growth. The artificial forest which 

consists of simple species of trees is vulnerable to natural effects such as wind, deluge, 

and fire. These facts show the need for successional forest. To establish a stable forest, 

higher natural species diversity is required 17 

 Yoon Sun-jin and Cha Jun-hee(2009) point out that ownership change it can be the 

cause of destruction of the village grove. The one has the property right, tends to use it 

for private economical, and not for public benefits. In Seoul a variety of regeneration 

plans are layered; therefore, it is positively necessary to integrate various plans and 

suggest appropriate land for the public forest.  

                                                   

17 Hyun-Kyoung Kang and Kwang-Ja Bang,."Vegataion Structure and Restoration Model for Naturalness of 
Robinia Pseudo-Acacia Forest in the Case of Korean National Capital Region." Korean journal of environment 
and ecology 15(2), 2001, pp.159-72. 
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3. Case Study  

Restoration and conservation efforts take place in lots of cities. The writer selected 

middle-sized city with forest, under the reason for focusing on the local unit. Cases in 

the city are mountainous or hilly area and located on the boundary of the city as urban 

man-managed wildness. Selected cities maintain their forest according to integrated 

national or NGO plan. The cities (see table 2.5) do not just leave unused suburban area 

but relates surrounding forest with city at each point. Ein Kerem in jeruslem is the 

village forest which is reproduced according to the Bible. Marbug, mid-sized university 

town which castle mound or church hill clearly delineate its position vis-à-vis the 

countryside.18  

 

<Table 2.5 Characteristics of cases> 

Case Characteristic 

Ein Kerem, Jerusalem, Israel 

Marburg, Hesse, Germany 

- Middle-sized city coexist with the forest 

- Well conserved forest edge 

  

                                                   

18 Detlev Ipsen, "Green between inside and Outside." In Urban Green, Annette Becter nad Peter Cachola 
Schmal(Eds.)( Birkhäuser Architecture, 2010), pp.193-7 
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3.1 Ein Kerem (Ayn karim), Jerusalem, Israel 

 

 

Location: Southwest Jerusalem, 8 km from the center 

Developer: Jewish National Fund (JNF) 

Population: 2000 (in 2010) 

 Ein Kerem is pilgrimage site for many Christian visitors. According to Christian 

tradition, in Ein Kerem, Elizabeth, the mother of John the Baptist gave birth to him. In 

Ein Kerem, lots of historical sites-Church of St. John the Baptist, Church of the 

Visitation, Mary’s Spring, etc. - are located. 

Ein Kerem was an ancient village of the Jerusalem district and Palestinian town in the 

British mandate District of Jerusalem. In April 1948, Ein Kerem attacked by Israeli 

forces during the 10-day truce of July. Jewish forces captured two dominating hilltops 

and shelled the village. After the territorial dispute, Israel incorporated the village into 

the boundaries of Jerusalem. Ein Kerem was one of the few depopulated Arab localities 

with most of buildings intact.19 

In 1961, Hadassah20 founded the Hadassah Ein Karem hospital and the Hebrew 

University of Jerusalem School of medicine, dentistry, nursing, and pharmacology on 

hilltop in Ein Karem. Hadassah, as an integral partner in the Jewish National Fund 

(JNF)21  since 1926, has provided funds and voluntary tree-planting activities for 

                                                   

19 “Ein Karem,” Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ein_Kerem 

20 Hadassah, the Women’s Zionist Organization of America 

21 The Jewish National Fund(JNF, Hebew: Keren Kayemet LeYisrael) was founded in 1901 to buy and 
develop land in Ottoman Palestine for Jewish settlement. The JNF is quasi-governmental, non-profit organization. 

 

(c)Ein Kerem 2010 (a) Ein Kerem 1948 (b)Ein Kerem 1954 

<Figure 2.4 Temporal changes of Ein Kerem> 
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reforestation projects in Ein Karem.22  

To reestablish biblical scenery, the Jews borrowed scenic values from bible and 

approve existed barren forest and farm land. They planted sustainable plant to strengthen 

existing vegetation: carob, tabor oak, jujube, Atlantic pistachio, olives, almonds, 

eucalyptus, and grape vine. In early stage of reforestation, JNF planted mainly pine trees, 

recently broadleaf trees has superiority. And dwellers made trails and buildings with 

stones which existed on the site. 

 JNF also organizes tree donation programs for Jewish people and travelers on their 

“Biblical landscape.” JNF issues various designed certificate cards for donators, those 

cards are able to use as mementoes for family, friends, wedding, birthday. “EZ-Tree 

Account” is a way to purchase dozen of trees at once and whenever purchaser can plant 

those whenever needed. JNF planting donation program has been well-known for local 

and global people for about a hundred years. 

  

                                                                                                                                         

 

By 2007, it owned 13% of the total land in Israel. (resource: “Jewish National Fund,” Wikipedia, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JNF) 

22 “Hadassah – 70th Anniversary,” Israel Philatelic Federation, http://english.israelphilately.org.il/articles 
/content/en/000178 

<Figure 2.5 Photographs of Ein kerem> 
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3.2 Marburg, Hesse, Germany23 

 

 

Location : Marburg, Hesse, Germany 

Population : 80,000 

Developer : Hessen-Forst 

 

 Marburg is a city in the state of Hesse, on the River Lahn. In early stage, the trade route 

linking Cologne and Prague had passed Marburg. It became a town in 1140, a capital of 

Hesse from 1264 to 1540. After 1605, Marburg has remained provincial town, known 

mostly for University of Marburg, which was founded in 1527  

 Marburg forest area is traditional edge of the city opens into the country-side. The 

roads are connected from a town to a forest. Citizens have a right to access anywhere of 

private or state forest. Church hill and castles delineates position the vis-à-vis 

countryside. 

 

 Hesse is the most thickly wooded federal state, has over 40% of woodland cover24. 87 

percent of forest in the state of Hesse is entrusted and managed by State Forest 

Enterprise (SFE), Hessen-Forst. The foundation of Hessen-Forst was the outcome of 

long time forest planning and discussion process with politicians, personnel and 

stakeholders in order to reform the state administration25. Hessen-Forst is independent 

                                                   

23 Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection. "German Forest." (Berlin, 2011) 

24 Ibid. p.4 

25 "Hessen-Forst : State Forest Enterprise," http://www.hessen-forst.de/produkte/ consulting/profile.html 

(a)Distant view of Marburg (b)Close-range view of the castle 
and old city 

(c)A shape of the eastern forest edge 
of Marburg 

<Figure 2.6 Overall views of Marburg> 
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body emanated from the State Forest Administration of Hesse. The Ministry does not 

interfere in operational business.  

 

 All state-owned and about 50% of the private-owned forests are under the management 

of Hessen-Forst as economic property. To overcome disadvantages of small-scale forest 

owners (mainly forest farmers), Hessen-Forst supports them in variety way: 

 

-general advice (information, consultancy, support for the creation of 

partnerships and associations) (free of charge) 

-complete forest management (liable to fees) 

-special services (payment according to individual regulations) 

 

Hessen-Forst has an obligation to fulfill the management of the state, corporate and 

private forest, stabilizing the ecosystem, increasing biodiversity, managing protected 

area, implementing EU-Regulations and Directions (such as Natura 2000). 

 

Product of Hessen-Forst : 

1. State forest management 

2. Environmental protection and recreational functions of the state forest 

3. National park management 

4. Environmental education 

5. Services for corporations and community owned forests (legal obligations) 

6. Contractual services for private forests 

7. International consulting services 

8. Sovereign tasks and other public duties 

9. Forestry research 

10. Forestry data management 

 
<Figure 3.7 Photographs of Marburg> 
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Chapter Ⅲ Site Analysis 

1. Outline 

The project site, Onsu-dong, is located at the edge of Seoul, the south-westernmost 

border, in Guro-gu and northen area of this site mainy consists of forest from the Onsu 

Urban Natural park1. Onsu-dong shares its border with Bucheon city, this urbanized area 

has private sprawl, apartment complex, railwayline, industrial complex. Onsu industrial 

complex was established in 1968, it has small scale and outdated manufacturing 

industries.  

Recently, neighborhood voices to develop this backward industrial area gather 

momentum. 

 

 

                                                   

1  Designation of Urban Natural Park Zones(도시자연공원, 都市自然公園) 

(1) Where a Mayer/Do Governor or the Mayor of a city deems it necessary to place restrictions on the 
development of a mountainous district of fair vegetation within urban areas in order to protect the natural 
environment and scenic beauty of the city, and to provide a wholesome leisure and rest areas to city-
dwellers, he/she may make decisions on the designation or alteration of an urban natural park zone by an 
urban management plan. 

(2) Necessary matters concerning designation or alteration of an urban natural park zones shall be separately 
prescribed by other Acts. 

(resource : Statutes of the Republic of Korea, National Planning and Utilization Act, Article 38-2, 
http://elaw.klri.re.kr/) 

<Figure 3.1 Location of the site(a) and a satellite picture photograph(b)> 

(a) (b) 
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Reasons for the Site Selection 

The following factors make Onsu-dong an interesting case: 

-it has an edge between forest and urban fabric. 

-the edge is located on the physical and psychological border in Seoul City. 

-the site has a variety of interests of residents, and various improvements by the district 

office. 

-the site is in need of protection against further expansion of urban fabric. 
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2. History  

Cultural Background 

 In 1963, Onsu-dong was incorporated to the Seoul city. In former times, Onsu-dong 

belonged to Bupheong-do until King Youngjo in Chosun dynasty, it subjected to 

Gyeonggi-do after 1896. 

 The name Onsu-dong originates from Onsu-gol(see Fig 3.1). In the bygone days, 

the village was reputed to have a hot spring. Onsu(溫水) means hot water of the spring. 

King Sejong sent representatives to investigate the hot springs nearby the Onsu village; 

however, all he tried ended in failure.2 

According to present in formation approximately 300 years ago, a hot spring existed; 

however it still is uncertain, whether it is a fact or not. This theory continued to trigger 

initiatives, like the 1920’s Japanese hot spring development, and again in 1969 and 1970 

when drilling machines brought in. Again in 1985, there was a trial with new boring 

machine, but this also ended in failure.  

Dong(洞), a civic unit of Korean cities, is combination of ‘水(氵, water)’ and ‘同

(village)’, means a place where water gathering. First signification of ‘洞’ is, a valley 

which is a watershed and vacant place between ridges. Where water flowing, people 

easily set their base of dwelling up. The meaning of village and town became second 

signification of ‘dong’. 

 West-eastern side of Onsu-gol, Onsu industrial complex formerly named 

Yeongdeungpo Machanical Industrial Complex has been located since 1970. The main 

manufacturing products were machine industry and non-ferrous metal such as aluminum. 

The former name of this place was ‘Neung-an’ which means the place of a royal tomb; 

                                                   

2 “King Sejong reduced Bupyoung-dohobu (都護府)to hyon(縣). Because, King was informed of the hot 

spring in Onsu, he sent Imperial Court representatives repeatedly, however their ajeon(衙前, village officer) and 

dweller’s hided location of the hot spring and denied to tell where it is.”(『世宗實錄』83, 世宗 20years, 
November 8, recited from Guro-gu office, http://www.guro.go.kr) 

 Reason was we may presume that the hot spring is found, skin disease patients will gather in the village. And 
dwellers had negative perception toward hot spring water that could cause dweller’s eye disease because of sulfur 
ingredient.( Guro-gu office, http://www.guro.go.kr) 
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nevertheless, the remains of it, an outer stone coffins and earthenware, was robbed by 

the Japanese government and involved excavators in 1920’s.  

 

Topographical Change (Landscape Change) 

The decade of the 1970’s was a period of rapid growth and development for Seoul 

city. The development of industrial complexes and urban sprawl causes topographical 

change and environmental damage. A sequence of aerial photograph (see Fig. 3.2) 

shows the heterogeneous urbanization process over the last four decades of Onsu-dong.  

In the early 70’s, although industrial complex started to develop the buildings, the 

greater part of landscape was mountainous and agricultural. Forest patches on the south 

of the industrial complex form continuous shapes surrounding the complex on one side. 

The divided land for a residential suburb on west-south side of the picture is an estate 

adjustment zone of Bucheon-city. In the center of the site, linear shaped agricultural 

fields between industrial complex and villages run from south to north and were called 

Onsu-gol as generic name. Up to early 70’s, only few houses was located on the forested 

mountain edge. 

In late 70’s, the industrial complex area become compacted with buildings, and 

houses were started to be built disorderly on the west side of industrial complex. On the 

southern side of industrial complex, the rail roads of metro 1 divided the land into north 

and south, thus intercepting mutual accessibility of the local residents. Collective houses 

for low-income city dwellers were constructed on the north-west side. This area was 

called Tut-gol because of the royal residence of a grandson of King Sejong.  

In 80’s, urbanization progressed considerately, the mountain south of the industrial 

complex was engulfed and only few of patches left. Agricultural fields between 

industrial area and villages began to be encroached by massive industrial buildings and 

small scale houses. Moreover, Bucheon city developed new residential area; the edge on 

both cities had become unclear. 

In 90’s, land covered more and more urban fabric, hardly without any vacant lot 

remaining. In the southern half green patches of forest disappeared completely, and were 

occupied by a collective housing complex. 
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 In early 2000’s, several apartment buildings were constructed along the forest edge, 

a remaining linear patch between the industrial complex and the Bucheon residential 

area is completely disappeared. In recent years, increasing high rise apartment 

complexes has been constructed along the edge and, only few agricultural patches are 

left close to the forest. 
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<Figure 3.2 Seoul Aerial Photographs ( Seoul GIS Portal system, http://gis.seoul.go.kr/)>  
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3.  Present condition 

3.1 Site Visits 

<Figure 3.3 Photographs of site, area 1> 
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<Figure 3.4 Photographs of site, area 2 > 
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<Figure 3.5 Photographs of site, area 3 > 
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<Figure 3.6 Photographs of site, area 4> 
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<Figure 3.7 Photographs of site, area 5> 
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3.2 Water 

The total rainfall in 2011 was 1763.5mm, the maximum daily rainfall was 254 mm. 

The amount of rainfall has gradually increased in recent 10 years because of climate 

change. 

Map research3 and field survey gave the following results. (see Fig. 3.8) A stream 

system (now partly covered) was found. It consists of the covered stream and temporary 

streams in the forest watershed, which discharges their water in the wet stream. The 

covered stream is a branch of Oryu-chun. Along the covered stream, iron panels 1.5 

meter in length, 1 meter in width are laid on the road that is constructed on a concrete 

box that holds the covered stream. Because of pollution by the industries the stream 

gives off a bad smell in spite of being covered. Small brooks of the forest mostly flow 

into a pipe near the village and are dry during periods of little rain.  

Normally the rain water from the brooks is not separated from sewer water, both flows 

into the covered stream. Currently, it is difficult to find a trace of water. However, 

several place names around this site relate to the water and demonstrate how important 

water was for the original topographical character of the place (see table 3.1).  

 

<Table 3.1 Origin of name of place> 

 

 

  

                                                   

3 Topographic map, National Spatial Information Clearhouse. http://www.nsic.go.kr 

Soil map, National Academy of Agricultural Science, http://soil.rda.go.kr/soil/index.jsp 

Name of a place Meaning 

Onsu(溫水)-gol A place of hot spring 

Onsu( 溫水)-dong(洞) A village(watershed) of hot spring 

Galmeo An area which is abundant of reed(Phragmites communis) 

Oryu(梧柳)-gol An area which is abundant of Koreana paulownia and willow trees. 

Gaegunneo A area of across the stream 
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3.3 Soil 

 

<Figure 3.8 Diagram of soil character and watershed> 

 

The soil map provides the following map units. Jib soil, in spite of current use of 

cultivated land, has moderately thick dark grayish brown loamy and is imperfectly 

drained. And permeability is moderately slow and runoff is controlled as all area being 

terraced and diked for paddy rice land use. All areas are used for rice paddy in wet 

summer season, for wheat in dry winter season. We call this ‘inner paddy’, when the 
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paddy field was formed on the middle of the forest slope which rarely happens. This soil 

usually occurs in gently sloping narrow local valley and dominant slope is 2 to 7 percent. 

4  

 DLB soil is normally created in narrow valley and foot slope in local alluvial-

colluvial and alluvial fan originated form acidic crystalline elements. This soil texture is 

fine loamy, moderately thick brown to dark brown. Most areas are used for cultivated 

upland, often used as barley, soybean, red pepper, sweet potato, cabbage, radish and 

similar non irrigated crops. Dominant slopes are 2 to 7 percent.5 

 WdB and WdC soil come from narrow valley and mountain foot in local alluvial land. 

Dominant slope range is 2 to 7 percent, up to 30 percent. These soil texture are 

moderately thick, brown to dark brown fine loamy to sandy. As well drained soil, most 

area is easily used for ginseng, red pepper, soybean, radish, corn, sorghum, eggplant, 

barley and wheat. Also grape is grown.6 

AsD2 and AsE2 soils are fine loamy and reddish brown gravelly loam. They are 

created in rolling hill that is moderately steep. Dominant slopes are 7 to 15 percent and it 

goes up to 60 percent partially. These soils are well drained runoff is rapid, most 

dominant vegetation is pine forest, shrub, wild grass and some mixed forest.7 Especially 

AsD2 soil is proper for orchard and mulberry.8  

OnE2 is a kind of the coarse loamy, strong brown gravelly loam. This soil is mainly 

created hilly and mountainous area. Dominant slope is 15 to 30 percent, and has good 

permeability. Dominant vegetation is pine forest, shrub, wild grasses and some mixed 

forest and some area of human use of soybean, red pepper, barley.9  

YbC2 is coarse loamy, thin brown to dark brown loam. This soil is on the dissected 

hilly and low mountain. Dominant slope is 2 to 7 percent. YbC2 has moderate 

                                                   

4 Korean Soil Information System, ‘Jisan Series’, http://soil.rda.go.kr/soilseriesKor/J/JISANe.htm 

5 ______, ‘Daegog Series’, http://soil.rda.go.kr/soilseriesKor/D/DAEGOGe.htm 

6 ______, ‘Weongog Series’, http://soil.rda.go.kr/soilseriesKor/W/WEONGOGe.htm 

7 ______, ‘Asan Series’, http://soil.rda.go.kr/soilseriesKor/A/ASANe.htm 

8 Soil Classification  

9 Korean Soil Information System, ‘Osan Series’, http://soil.rda.go.kr/soilseriesKor/O/OSANe.htm 
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permeability and well drained texture. 10 Most of areas are cultivated for apple orchard, 

barley, soybean, red pepper, potato, cabbage, radish, sweet potato and crops.  

 

 Soil characteristics can be directly applied on design phase. Slope, texture, permeability, 

drainage are concerned with vegetation, orchard and grown crops. Human begins fit 

agricultural produce for their land empirically by soil character. Plant groups rise from 

each soil can be used with existing and secondly successional vegetation.  

.   

                                                   

10 Korean Soil Information System, ‘Yesan Series’, http://soil.rda.go.kr/soilseriesKor/Y/YESANe.htm 
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3.4 Vegetation 

<Figure 3.9. Vegetation on Waryoung forest(resource: Seoul Metropolitan Government. "Korea Health 

Industry Development Institute, 서울시 도시숲(산림) 건강성 및 생물다양성 학술연구용역 2차

년도." 2009)> 

 

Most of dominant vegetation of Onsu Urban Natural Park (Waryong forest) is 

Robinia pseudoacacia, about 47.15%. And Quercus mongolica and Pinus rigida occupy 

the forest for 11 percent and 10 percent repectably. Robinia psedoacacia and Pinus rigida, 

Sorbus alnifolia forest are artificial afforested area. Natural forest is Quercus spp. which 

forms broad community. Below are full list of Waryong forest vegetation. 

 

<Table3.2 Onsu Urban Natural Park(Waryong forest) vegetation list, (Korea Health Industry 
Development Institute, 울시 도시 (산림) 건강   생 다양  연구용역 2차 도." 

2009).> 

Family name Specific name Scientific Name Naturalized 

Pteridaceae 고사리 Pteridium aquilinumvar. latiusculum - 

Compositae 

돼지풀 Ambrosia artemisiifolia var. elatior ○ 

쑥갓 Chrysanthemum coronarium var. spatiosum - 

산국 Chrysanthemum boreale - 

뺑쑥 Artemisia feddei - 

그늘쑥 Artemisia sylvatice - 
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쑥 Artemisia princeps var. orientalis - 

큰 계국 Coreopsis lanceolata ○ 

가지  Sonchus oleraceus ○ 

양등골나  Eupatorium rugosum houtt. ○ 

우산나  Syneilesis palmate - 

개망  Erigeron annuus (L.)Pers. ○ 

Labiatae 산  Isodon inflexus (Thunb.) Kudo - 

Pyrolaceae 노루  Pyrola japonica - 

Symplocaceae 노랜재나  Symplocos chinensis for. pilosa - 

Lauraceae 생강나  Lindera obtusiloba Blume var. obtusiloba - 

Aceraceae 단풍나  Acer palmatum - 

Commelinaceae 닭 장풀 Commelina communis - 

Crassulaceae 
린  Sedum kamtschaticum - 

돌나  Sedum sarmentosum - 

Styracaceae 
쪽동 나  Styrax obassia - 

죽나  Styrax japonica - 

Polygonaceae 

고마리 Persicaria thunbergii - 

개여뀌 Persicaria blumei - 

며느리 씻개 
Persicaria senticosa (Meisn.) H.Gross ex Nakai var. 

senticosa 
- 

고마리 Persicaria thunbergii - 

Verbenaceae 작살나  Callicarpa japonicaThunberg - 

Oleaceae 
나  Ligustrum Obtusifolium - 

들 나  Fraxinus mandshurica Rupr. - 

Umbelliferae 참나  Pimpinella brachycarpa - 

Ranunculaceae 사 질빵 Clematis apiifolia - 

Onagraceae 
말 이슬 Chrcaea quadrisulcate - 

달맞이꽃 Oenothera odorata ○ 

Menispermaceae 이덩굴 Cocculus triobus - 

Liliaceae 

울꽃 Convallaria keiskei - 

나  Smilax nipponica - 

나  Smilax riparia var. ussuriensis - 

원추리 Hemerocallis fulva (L.) L. - 

애 나리 Disporum smilacinum - 

청가시덩굴 Smilax sieboldii Miq. for. sieboldii - 

 Polygonatum odoratum var. pluriflorum - 

청미래덩굴 Smilax china - 

Saxifragaceae 취 Saxifraga stolonifera - 

Gramineae 

이  Pseudosasa japonica - 

뚝새풀 Alopecurus aequalis var. amurensis - 

겨이삭 Agrostis clavata var. nukabo - 

실새풀 Calamagrostis arundinacea - 

잠자리  Trisetum bifidum - 

속 개  Agropyron ciliare - 

리새 Dactylis glomerata ○ 

아재  Festuca parvigluma - 

 Festuca ovina - 

새포아풀 Poa annua - 

실포아풀 Poa acroleuca - 

포아풀 Poa pratensis ○ 

진퍼리새 Molinia japonica - 

그  Eragrostis ferruginea - 

새 Arundinella hirta - 

강아지풀 Setaria viridis - 

강아지풀 Setaria glauca - 

큰 름새 Spodiopogon sibiricus - 
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큰  Festuca arundinacea ○ 

름새 Spodiopogen cotulifer(Thunb.) Hack. - 

주름조개풀 Oplismenus undulatifolius (Ard.) P.Beauv. var. undulatifolius - 

Cyperaceae 

산 이사  Craex leiorhyncha - 

가는잎그늘사  Craex humilis - 

그늘사  Craex lanceolata - 

사  Craex siderosticta - 

사  Craex ciliato-marginata - 

Cannabaceae 환삼덩굴 Humulus japonicasSiebold&Zucc. - 

Caryophyllaceae 

개별꽃 Pseudostellaria heterophylla - 

나도나  Cerastium holosteoides var. hallai-sanense - 

쇠별꽃 Stellaria aquatica - 

Pinaceae 

잣나  Pinus koraiensis - 

소나  Pinus densiflora - 

리 다소나  Pinus rigida - 

Cruciferae 개갓냉이 Rorippa indica - 

Urticaceae 
모시풀 Boehmeria ongispica - 

개모시풀 Boehmeria platanifolia - 

Papaveraceae 
애 풀 Chelidonium majus var. asiaticum - 

나  Hylomecon vernale - 

Anacardiaceae 
붉나  Rhus chinensis - 

개 나  Rhus trichocarpa - 

Rutaceae 산 나  Zanthoxylum schinifolium - 

Caprifoliaceae 인동덩굴 Lonicera japonica Thunberg - 

Phytolaccaceae 미국자리공 Phytolacca Americana L. ○ 

Betulaceae 

개암나  Corylus heterophylla var. thunbergii - 

리나  Alnus hirsute - 

달 Carpinus cordata Blume - 

Rosaceae 

 Duchesnea chrysantha - 

 Rubus oldhamii - 

 Rubus parvifolius - 

짚신나  Agrimonia pilosa - 

찔 꽃 Rosa multiflora - 

산벚나  Prunus sargentii - 

벚나  Prunus serrulata var. spontanea - 

팥 나  Stephanandra incise (Thunb.) Zabel var. incisa - 

양지꽃 Potentilla fragarioides var. major - 

산  Rubus crataegifolius - 

Violaceae 

종지나  Viola papilionacea ○ 

남산 꽃 Viola dissecta var. chaerophylloi-des - 

고 꽃 Viola rossii - 

졸 꽃 Viola acuminate - 

Ericaceae 진달래 Rhododendron mucronulatum - 

Fagaceae 

신갈나  Quercus mongolica Fisch. ex Ledeb. - 

졸참나  Quercus serrate - 

굴참나  Quercus variabilis - 

떡갈나  Quercus dentate - 

갈참나  Quercus aliena - 

상 리나  Quercus acutissima carruth. - 

나  Castanea crenata - 

Cornaceae 산 나  Cornus kousa F.Buerger ex Miquel - 

Hippocastanaceae 엽  Aesculus turbinata Blume - 

Leguminosae 

조 싸리 Lespedeza maximowiczii - 

아 시나  Robinia pseudoacacia ○ 

 Pueraria thunbergiana - 
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Vegetation Succession 

<Figure 3.10 Diagram of vegetation succession, C : Cultivated lot, G : grassland or stream, Rps : Robinia 
pseudoacacia, Pr :Pinus rigida, Pk : Pinus koraiensis, Sa: Sorbus alnifolia, Qa : Quercus mongolica, Cc : 
Castania crenata, Qa : Quercus acutissima, Ap : Acer palmatum> 

 

 Most of vegetation on the Waryong forest is artificially afforested. Park with the 

Quercus mongolica community is relatively stable at the end, the climax stage of 

succession. However, the Robinia pseudoacacia forest is in declining stage because of 
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decreasing health of its dominant canopy tree Robinia pseudoacacia. Inducement of 

natural forest succession is imperative. Also, Pinus rigida forest is under the poor 

growth environment so that forest operation is necessary (see Fig 3.11).11 

 

   

 

Quercus mongolica, Castania crenata, Quercus acutissima communitites are existing 

natural forest. For the site design, reinforce existing natural forest and arrange the 

successional species from Robinia pseduacacia to natural forest, are necessary forestry 

strategies.  

 According to Hyun-kyoung Kang and Kwong-Ja Bang(2001), restoration model for 

Robinia pseudoacacia forest is Q. spp community which is most predominance plant 

community in temperate climate in middle part of Korea. The researchers inspected 

several forest in Seoul and induce restoration model for transformation (see table. 3.3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   

11 Korea Health Industry Development Institute. " 울시 도시 (산림) 건강   생 다양  연

구용역(2차 도)."  (2009). Pp. 470-1 

(a) (b) (c) 

<Figure 3.11 Forest conditions of the site, (a) Dense Quercus spp.forest, (b)Declining stage of  
Robinia pseudoacacia forest, (c) Poor growth of Pinus rigida forest> 
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<Table 3.3 . Proper plants of restoration model in Robinia pseudo-acacia forest (Kang and Bang, 2001)> 

Character Proper plants name 

Canopy character Quercus aliena, Quercus mongolica, Fraxinus rhynchophylla 

Understory 
character 

Acer pseudo-sieboldianum, Acer ginnala, Magnolia sieboldii, Styrax 
obassia, Sorbus alnifolia, Pyrus pyrifolia, Rhus trichocarpa 

Shrub character Spiraea prunifolia for. simpliciflora, Rubus crataegifolius, 
Philadelphus schrenckii, Lindera obtusiloba, Rosa multiflora, Corylus 
sieboldiana, Ligustrum obtusifolium, Euonymus alatus for. ciliato-
dentatus, Stephanandra incise, Staphylea bumalda, Callicarpa japonica, 
Sambucus williamsii var. coreana, Viburnum erosum, Zanthoxylum 
schinifolium, Securinega suffruticosa, Symplocos chinensis for. pilosa 

Eco-tone vegetation Clematis mandshurica, Smilax sieboldii, Clematis apiifolia, 
Parthenocissus tricuspidata 

Herbaceous plants Carex humilis, Carex siderosticta, Pseudostellaria heterophylla, 
Hylomecon vernale, Pteridium aquilinum var. latiusculum, Carex oneoi, 
Carex pauciflora, Arisaema amurense var. serratum, Polygonatum 
odoratum var. pluriflorum, Smilax nipponica, Dioscorea quinqueloba, 
Thalictrum aquilegifolium, Aconitum pseudo-laeve var. erectum, 
Chelidonium majus var. asiaticum, Corydalis ambigua, Corydalis 
turtschaninovii var. linearis, Corydalis speciosa, Cardamine leucantha, 
Chrysosplenium grayanum, Potentilla freyniana, Viola dissecta var. 
chaerophylloides, Viola hirtipes, Viola acuminate, Meehania urticifolia, 
Rubia akane, Artemisia stolonifera 
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3.5 Traffic 

Subway line 1 and 7 interconnect in Onsu station to link Incheon and Bucheon into 

Seoul. The railway of subway line 1 passes over ground and dividing Onsu-dong in 

halves. In fact, the physical and psychological gap that this creates is one of the 

problems of this region.   

Minor roads are freely curved in multi directions when compared with Buchen city’s 

grid-patterned road. The site is on the boundary of Seoul, Gyeongin-ro was only way 

from Incheon and Bucheon to Seoul. The site can also be accessed by blue(artery line) 

and green(branch line) buses from central Seoul and with a local bus 013-1 from 

Bucheon.  

<Figure 3.12 Local traffic map > 
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3.6 Land Use(Legal) 

 

<Figure 3.13 Map of legal restrictions> 

 

Both residential areas are designated according to the Urban District Plan, Under the 

National Land Planning and Utilization Act(국토 계획 이용에 법 ) 12 , Onsu 

village mainly consists of general residential area type 1 and 2. Type 1 means 

conservation area of low-rise houses under 4 levels. For the dweller’s wellness and 

comfort, construction of large commercial, noisy and unpleasant facilities are prohibited. 

General residential area type 2 has different regulation on Seoul and Bucheon, for 

Onsu-dong which is in Seoul, is subjected to the law that allows construction of 

residential buildings up to 7 levels to protect the city against too thoughtless 

development. 

The forest of east side is designated to both General residential area type 1 and 

Urban Natural Park. Therefore residents have a strong resistance to the restriction on 

                                                   

12 "Statutes of the Republic of Korea," Institute, Korea Legislation., http://elaw.klri.re.kr/ 
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changing landform or cutting trees. A new design approach to conserve the forest edge 

within a balanced solution for the villagers is necessary. 

In addition, Onsu industrial complex is a semi-industrial area in which land owners 

have a right to construct residential buildings. This area contains light industry and 

supporting commercial area which doesn’t have any negative effects on local 

environment. 
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3.7 Public Space 

 

Most of forest edge on the site is designated as Urban Natural Park. Total area of 

Onsu Urban Natural Park is 1,097,565m2 which extends up to Yancheon-gu. Public 

space, not including schools in the neighborhood, is extremely limited to the dwellers in 

the city, flooded as it is with urban fabric. Moreover southern area outside of the site, 

land development project is proceeding for national rental housing and regular 

apartment (yellow colored area). 

Within 1km, Gung-dong Ecological reservoir park, Seoul Football Stadium, Hang-

dong Arboretum are located; however, dwellers can only approach those public facilities 

in an indirect way. In this case above-ground railway and motorway prevent an easy 

access by walking. Currently, forest is not a free accessible space for dwellers so that it 

could be a huge barrier. 

The Seoul Football Stadium takes a large area; however, to use this facility people 

need permission of Stadium Management. Hang-dong Arboretum, named Seoul Puren 

Arboretum, constructed in the forest edge, has character of a park rather than an 

arboretum. Former agricultural area that was a last remnant of vernacular landscape has 

disappeared.   

<Figure 3.14 Map of public spaces> 
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3.8 Local Schools  

 

A large number of schools is found within 2km of the site; usually these are located on 

the forest edge. Most of the forest edge is on the mountain; therefore, these schools are 

located considerably higher than sidewalk and vehicle road in front. And students have 

access to the forest much easier than local residents who have to pass the school yard. In 

many cases, retaining walls and buildings close off the access to the forest from the 

schools. Most of schools have hard clay or artificial lawn school yard. Student’s free 

time activity in the city is usually limited to their schoolyards or gymnasiums.  

Forest can be considered from the educational point of view as place for natural 

observation and outdoor activities. School back yard forest has possibility of green 

education space for young students.   

<Figure 3.15 Map of local schools> 
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3.9 Accessibility to the Forest Edge and Building Height 

 

A variety of barriers are found between forest and urban fabric. First, in counter clock 

wise order, on the south-west side of the site, an apartment complex occupies the forest 

edge. This apartment complex was intentionally built on foot of the mountain; therefore, 

high retaining walls become a serious barrier to enter the mountain. On this edge, only 

the dwellers of the apartment enjoy opulent benefits from the forest. 

On the west side, the industrial complex buildings occupy the forest edges so the 

public cannot access. And on the north side, large privately-owned lands are located, to 

forbid another dweller’s access the land owners fenced up against the village. There is 

only one entrance to the forest serves dwellers’ and citizen’s access.  

 Along the east edge of the forest old and shabby row houses lie scattered. Newly 

constructed multiplex houses form some of retaining wall, converged on main road and 

comparably flat land on the north. Row rise houses accompany small and scattered 

farms. There are winding lanes between the farms. Several foot patches to the forest 

have been made by long period dwellers.  

<Figure 3.16 Map of accessibility to the forest edge and building height > 
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ChapterⅣ Actual Development and Planning Strategies 

1. Related Actual Town Planning and Zoning Legislation 

 

 Onsu-dong area is restricted under the scenic 

district since 1970’s; therefore, Onsu-dong 

remained a relatively undeveloped area when 

compared with other city area. Red colored areas 

are scenic district zone and green colored areas 

are greenbelt of Seoul. (see Fig. 4.1) This area 

was the only entrance to Seoul from Incheon and 

Bucheon by Gyeongin motor way and subway 

line 1. Therefore the boundary of Seoul needs 

protection not to be expended excessively. In 

recent days, lots of regeneration projects, park 

constructions, are layered on the site. 

Development pressure and regulations form long-

lasting stress for the site. The following treats this 

systematically. 

 

1.1 Onsu-dong Citizen-participating Developing Regeneration Project 

 

Title :  Open Bidding Government Contract of District Unit PlanⅠ for Citizen-

participating Dwelling Regeneration Project(주민참여  주거재생사업  한  1종 

<Figure 4.1 Map of scenic zone and 
greenbelt of Seoul(中央地圖文化社. 
"Shinpyeon Seoul Teukbyeolsi 
Gaebaljehanguyeokdo, New Edition of the 
Restricted Development Zone of Seoul." 
1975) > 

<Figure 4.2 Citizen-participating dwelling 
regeneration project on Onsu-dong> 
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지구단 계획 수립용역 주) 

Area : 66,954 m2  

Location : whole area of Onsu-dong 67 

 

Purpose: A regeneration project that proceeds mainly by existed structures. Low 

houses needs to be conserved. A physical, social, and land economical regeneration plan 

will be established to improve the residential environment and the growth of a 

community culture, so that the character can be continued.  

 

Seoul city government announced a service contract ordering to collect competitive 

architectural firms or city planning companies for Onsu-dong Citizen-participating 

Dwelling Regeneration Project in November, 2011, after the new Mayor of Seoul, Pak 

Won-Soon took the office. To sustainable residence settle the urban dwellers, while 

conserving multiple types of low houses, it is required that current dwellers participate 

to establish whole village regeneration plan.1 

 The final contractor company (an architectural firm or city planning company) has 

the responsibility to establish a varied scale of research and planning for Onsu-dong 

village. For example, planning community infrastructure, community program, farming, 

green space, Wall Removal Project, green parking, etc., are included in the plan. 

 Although various attempts are ingenious, the forest edge is not yet open to 

discussion, therefore this paper advocates to research possibilities of forest edge. 

Protection of the forest edge inversely suggests approaches to improve the village. 

                                                   

1 http://citybuild.seoul.go.kr 
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1.2  Onsu Station Area District Unit Plan Ⅰ 

(a) 

Title: District Unit PlanⅠ 

(도시 리계획-  1종 지구단 계획) 

Area: 550,338m2 

Location: the whole area of Onsu Staion(the whole area of Onsu-dong 50) 

 

Seoul city government announced District Unit Plan Ⅰ to develop Onsu station 

area according to National Planning and Utilization Act, in 2005. The district office 

presented the master plan of the site as a mixed-use area for apartment complexes, park, 

(b) 

<Figure 4.3 (a) Plan of district unit planⅠ, (b) Areas of city planning>  
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commercial areas and apartment-style light industries. 

Formerly, this area was designated as the scenic zone(風致地區)2, the regulations 

restricted building higher than 7 stories over since 1971. More than 30 years of 

restriction were released in 2004 for the regeneration project. New the commercial 

buildings can be built up to 50m in front of Onsu station and residential houses up to 7 

levels. 

The Onsu industrial complex, three of the southern villages, Seoul Football Stadium 

and so on, are restricted to Special-purpose district unit plan zone with the purpose of 

accepting innovative plans and retain considerable time to develop, at the same time, 

each subordinate zones may take its own plan. 

However there plans do not correlate with Onsu-dong village, the east area of the 

industrial complex. Another problem is that the structures of apartment-style industries 

obstruct communication lines between Onsu-dong and Bucheon city. 

  

                                                   

2 Scenic Zone : from 1971 to 2000, it was entitled 風致地區(Scenic beauty), after 2000 the name of act 

changed to ‘景觀地區(Scenic Zone). To reinforce community of the village and secure a parking space, dwellers 
remove the wall of the house and open to the public. 
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1.3 Neighborhood Park Construction Project in Onsu Urban Natural 

Park 

To conserve common land designated as Urban Natural Park, Seoul city starts 

‘Neighborhood Forest Park Undertaking’, on 2007. Neglected urban forests are re-

illuminated for easier access to green space for the citizens. There is a tendency to do 

unauthorized agriculture and parking in the unmanaged areas. Illegal acts cause soil 

erosion and take pose a problem of unfair private and advantageous use by few persons. 

Seoul city established artificial streams, waterfalls, a parking lot, children’s playground 

and physical fitness machine. The public has positive opinion on the Neighborhood park 

construction project on the forest edge and thinks it as convenient and healthy facility.  

Guro-gu and Yangcheon–gu office developed these plans for Onsu Urban Natural 

Park in close cooperation. Currently three parks among five planned park are 

constructed on Onsu Urban Natural park area. Onsu-distict undergo phase of the 

planning and land compensation. Those parks may prevent further damage by illegal 

actions; however such artificial facilities do not contribute to restoring the former rich 

forest. 

a. Shinwal Park b. Shinjung Park c. Jatjul Park 

a 

c 

b 

<Figure 4.4 Neighborhood park construction in Onsu Urban Natural Park> 
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1.4  Evaluation 

 

 

                                                   

3 Jeong, Young Seok. "A Study on the Degree of Stisfaction on Remodeled Neighborhood Park." Hanyang University, 2009. Print. 

Project 
title 

Planning for the Urban forest edge 

(Focus on Onsu-dong) 
District Unit PlanⅠ 

Citizen-participating Dwelling Regeneration 
Project 

Neighborhood Park Construction Project 

in Onsu Urban Natural Park 

Site range 

Initiator, 
author 

This thesis Seoul city, Guro-gu district office Seoul city Seoul city, Guro-gu district office 

Area  391,703m2 550,338 m2 66,954 m2 

Intensive Facilities Area(公園集團施設地區) : 
303,706m2(Shinjung, Shinwal, Jatjul, Onsu, Byuksan) 

(Onsu Urban Natural Park: 2,101,000 m2) 

Budget - - 346,500,000 Won (3億) 21,500,000,000 Won(215億) 

Main idea 

-Sustainable planning method which integrates forest and 
urban fabric as human settlement 

-Ecological planning method to connect forest and urban 
vegetation; therefore, attracts autonomous plant succession.  

-Practical planning method and administrative guidance 
with current theories on the forest edge and urban forest for 
appropriate cityscape 

-City planning for high-tech industry complex with park and 
green space 

-Integrate planning for expected reconstruction residential 
area 

-Transfer a huge logistics warehouse for establishing city 
infrastructure 

- Conserving and improving ordinary people’s low-house 
area. 

-Geological approaches to the village community and 
economy 

-Self-made sustainable village for aborigines with history 

-Intensive facilities area for children’s playground, picnic 
place, artificial waterfall, forest school, Outside fitness 
equipment. 

-Resting place for citizen, entrance of forest. 

Facing 
issue 
(problems) 

-Ownership problem on the transforming space between a 
forest and village. 

-The initial approach on the forest edge 

-Long approach requires long term commitments of all 
parties 

-Excessive development by easing restrictions on building 
height : detached-house area up to 30m(north side of Onsu 
station), multiple-house area up to 80m(south side of Onsu 
station)  

-Highly expected concentration of typical apartment complex 

-Typical urban regeneration plan 

-Unbalanced economic outcome 

-Lack of communication among villagers 

-Assure plenty of time to discussion  

-Different interest on the land 

-Week wiliness of villagers 

-High possibility of failure, time-requiring plan. 

-Habitual planning for facilities on the forest. 

-Overlapping character with urban neighborhood park.  

-Civil complaint for requiring parking space. 

Expected 
sustain-
ability 

-Sustainable planning for the forest vegetation and village 
landscape 

-Long lasting plan accompanying with forest succession 
cycle 

-Attentions to soil and watershed character as a possibility 
of the plan 

-Efforts to sustainable city to design rainwater retention 
system, public green space 

-No attentions to covered Oryu-stream and watershed 

-No attentions to watershed system 

-Not involve surrounding forest area 

-No attentions to uncared brooks on forest and villages 

-No attentions to covered Oryu-stream 

-No attentions to watershed system 

-Normally a small scale neighborhood park requires a 
remodeling work by 20-year-cycle.3. 

-No attentions to uncared brooks on forest 

-No attentions to watershed of the forest 

Ecological 
advantage 

High, finding methods of reinforcing reforestation which is 
able to involve citizen’s activity.  

Low, the plan has been follows traditional city function such 
as high-tech industry, commercials, high-rise residential 
buildings. 

-Opening of fence, improvement of more pocket park, 
roadside trees 

Concentration of facilities on the entrance to protect forest 
naturality 

Manage-
ments 

Cooperative management of citizen, scientist, and 
government 

Land owners and the government Cooperative management of citizen and government 
Mainly local government(Guro-gu office) and small part of 

public management (volunteer work) 

<Table 4.1 Evaluation of urban planning and park plans> 
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On the site, a variety of plans are layered. The most widely ranging plan is the 

District Unit plan Ⅰ. This plan is a long-cherished ambition of Guro-gu office and the 

citizen. It involves an industrial complex the subway station area, the south western 

logistics warehouse site and old multiple family house complexes. As a whole area city 

regeneration plan, the scheme is based upon a premise that starts from demolishing all 

existing buildings. The plan concentrates solely on the commercial and central city 

functions, elevating the height of residential buildings. The social economic outcome is 

unsure and destroys the existing structure. Although there are efforts to design a rain 

water retention system for a more sustainable city there is no restoration efforts for 

covered Oryu-stream is not exist. 

The other local-area plan is the Citizen-participating Dwelling Regeneration Project 

by newly elected Mayer of Seoul Park-won Soon. He rejects the conformity of a 

reconstruction of whole area and values diversity of the existing to conserve low-income 

citizen’s right of residence. The conventional whole area regeneration plan doesn’t 

confer benefit to tenants but only owners of land or house. The Mayer’s plan focuses on 

improving the community residential as important asset of the environment by keeping 

as much as possible the existing low-houses. In this plan, however, ecological aspect is 

also overlooked; forest area isn’t involved in the plan.  

Another further plan is the Neighborhood Park Construction Project. This plan was 

established in 1971 when Onsu Urban Natural park was designated as urban planning 

facilities4. City government designated five facilities area on Onsu Urban Natural Park; 

one of these falls within the boundaries of the research site, Onsu-dong area. These 

facilities generally contain physical-fitness training facilities, “ecological park”, public 

parking space, children’s playground. So far those parks concentrated on people’s 

advantage of activity rather than considering a mutual benefit of residents and nature.  

                                                   

4 건 부고시  465  
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2. Land-use Control and Ownership 

Problems of Land-use Control 

 

 In Korea, various legal restrictions can be overlapping on each a piece of land. In the 

site, regulations of the Urban Natural Park, the Development Restriction Zone and the 

General Residential Area Type 1 are overwrapped. The yellow colored area (see Fig. 4.5) 

is general residential area, however; some of it falls under the Urban Natural Park area 

so that the land owner is not able to change any land form, or cut trees, except for such 

public facilities as forest trails, a forest lodge or an arboretum. 

 The city having more 5,000,000 inhabitants has the power to designation of Urban 

Natural Park. The purpose of restrictions on the forest area is to preserve existing urban 

natural area to serve the citizens’ leisure. The Urban Natural Park has been installed as 

legal measure mainly after land compensation by cash. However this method delays the 

whole progress of Seoul’s Urban Natural Park because of the enormous of land 

acquisition cost. Currently land acquisition cost is 2~5 times higher than the forest park 

construction cost for a forest park. To solve the problem of high cost, Seoul City and the 

<Figure 4.5 Restrictions on the land> 
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district office prioritize the land purchase as Intensive Facilities Area.(refer page 50) 

Intensive Facilities Area is a regulation that pertains to up to 20 percent of Urban Natural 

Park, however, there areas are developed only as entrance of the forest so focusing not 

on the environment conservation but are simply about users’ convenience.  

 In Onsu-dong, forest area is designated as Urban Natural Park which regulates to build 

and reconstruct buildings. However most of the Urban Natural Park area in the site is 

private land. Individual land owners have strong resistances against restrictions. Onsu 

Urban Natural Park has remained in undeveloped condition since 1971, because the 

regulation has infringed up on the individual land owners’ right to use and develop their 

land. Currently some parts of land in the Urban Natural Park are under consideration for 

purchase by the district office but sizeable land will still remain ‘undeveloped’.  

 

 ‘Undeveloped Urban Natural Park’ means :5 

- Although the land is designated as Urban Natural Park under the National Land 

Planning and Utilization Act, a park plan hasn’t been established. 

- In a former phase of park construction plan, some facilities have been installed 

on the land.  

- In the phase of the park construction plan, the park facilities haven’t been 

installed. 

- In the phase of park construction plan, the construction process hasn’t been 

finished.  

                                                   

5 Kim, Kwang-joong, et al. "Development and Land Acquisition of Undeveloped Urban Parks." Seoul: Seoul 
Development Institute, 1995. 
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Lifting Urban Natural Park Area 

Since 2005, the Act on Urban Parks, Greenbelts, Etc.(도시공원  녹지 등에 한 법률) 

have taken effect, it means that existing Urban Natural Park Area could be changed or 

relieved from Urban planning facilities (도시계획시 ) under the common title of 

“Urban Park Sunset law”. 6 An article 17, on the above Act states, 

 

Where the park building plan is not published on or before a date, on which 

ten years from the date on which such a decision on the urban management 

planning for building any urban park has been published, any decision 

regarding urban management planning to build any such urban park shall be 

made invalid from the date following the date on which the ten year term 

lapse, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 48 of the National Land 

Planning and Utilization Act. 

 

In 1999, the Constitutional Court decided that it is a violation of the constitution, and 

such long-term undeveloped urban planning facilities infringe upon private property.7 If 

local-self-governments wouldn’t act up to the park building plan, the Urban Natural 

Park Area would lose effect. 

 However, realistically, it is impossible to purchase all the Urban Natural Park Area due 

to the land acquisition cost which exceeds 2~5 times higher than the park construction 

cost. Taking a long-term view on land acquiring method and alternative method are 

imperative. 

  

                                                   

6 Lee, Jeoung-Suk, Cho, Se-Hwan. "A Study on the Problem Analysis of Designation and Management of the 
Zone of Urban Nature Park." Jurnal of the Korean Institute of Landscape Architecture 39, no. 3 (2011): 9. 

7 Lee, Yoo-Jick. "'도시공원 일몰 '를 아십니 ?" Busan Newspaper, 2011. 
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<Figure 4.7: Onsu Urban Natural 
Park Facilities area, (Hankook-
ilbo)> 

3. Land Condition/Acquisition Method 

 

To survey the realistic possibilities and opportunities to establish an urban forest edge 

as proposed in this thesis an overview of regeneration plans and ownership problems. 

First, most of residential area is designated for the 

Citizen-participating Dwelling Regeneration project; 

purple colored area can be changed as a project site. Red 

colored area is earlier purchased area by government for 

Physical-Fitness Park (see Fig. 4.5). This area has been 

on the process of compensation since 2010. District 

office has made a budget five billion eight hundred and 

sixty million won.8 However the land acquisition cost 

consists almost of the budget which is five billion two 

                                                   

8 The Won-Dollar rate is 1,185 won per dollar as of May 28, 2012: 5,860,000,000 won = 4,950,000 dollar 

<Figure 4.6 Land condition> 
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hundred million won. Public physical-fitness park construction cost is estimated just six 

hundred million Won.9 Blue area is designated to District Unit PlanⅠ. These can be a 

premise of the design under the government plan. 

Light green area area 4 in this thesis is expected site for Onsu Urban Natural Park 

Public Facility Area10. Currently all above colors areas are private property. Guro-gu 

office and Seoul city government are preparing to purchase the land for facilities area. 

Onsu Natural Park Public Facility area is the last expected government purchasing area. 

Exact purchasing area is variable according to land conditions.  

 Following table presents conditions of expected and needed government purchasing 

areas (see also Fig. 4.5). 

 

<Table 4.2 Condition of the site by lot numbers. In address row, ‘San’ is a forest and ‘Jeon’ is a dry field, ‘Dap’ is a 
paddy field, ‘Jang’ is industrial lot. (* : public facilities located by district office such as benches, fitness machines, 

trail, pergola, picnic place)> 

 

 Dense forest areas need to purchase to conserve and reinforce forest. Some of the 

forest San 14-1, San 15-2 is used to install the benches, physical facilities, walk road by 

Guro-gu office; although it is privately owned land. Land owners anticipate selling those 

restricted land under Urban Natural Park Act after terminating this regulation in 2020. 

And damaged forest and cultivation field in green color are fitted for facilities area 

without more damage dense forest. These areas are able to use as retention area, because 

of inner paddy character (see page 31).  

                                                   

9 Guro-gu district office, http://www.guro.go.kr 

10 Urban Natural Park is urban planning facilities under Urban Planning Act. Urban planning facilities is able 
to constructed up to 20 percent of Urban Natural Park area. 

Land condition Address(see Fig. 4.5) 

Dense Forest  San 14-1*, San 15-1, San 15-2*, San 16-1 

Damaged Forest by Cultivation San 15-3* 

Cultivation fields in Urban Natural Park area 94 Jeon, 95 Jeon, 96 Jeon, 97-1 Dap, 93-2 Jeon, 
93-1 Jeon 

 Damaged forest by unauthorized cultivation 
deteriorated houses 

San 11-1 

Damaged lot by unauthorized cultivation `99 Jang 
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 After 1970’s, unauthorized buildings had been constructed on edges of Urban 

Natural Park. The reason was that living situation had taken an unfavorable turn11. To 

maintain current green space, purchasing damaged land and a comprehensive planning 

for ecological regeneration is necessary. Vertical lined area indicates unauthorized 

houses and area in illegal cultivation. A lot number San 11-1 is the most degraded area, 

in urgent need of regeneration plan to conserve the forest, with its soft access, and 

benefits for the villagers. 

 

 

The Area 1 is located at the entrance of the village and this area is under the 

construction of public physical-fitness park. For Area 2 and 3, compensation is required 

to prohibit unauthorized utilizing of the land, after which the land can be made into 

public forest. As solutions for the high land acquisition cost, the contract for Practical 

Use of Greenbelt and Afforestation Contract can be used. And spontaneous residents 

pooling fund can be expected to purchase forest area as public property. Dark grey 

                                                   

11 울특별시. "미집행 도시계획시  재 계획 수립." 2002  p.80 

<Figure 4.8 Diagram of five areas and private forest area, grey: private land > 
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colored area is private land which is not purchased and compensated by government.  

Due to long period of development regulations, land owners strike to compensate the 

violation of their property right. However district office and Seoul city government have 

no enough money to purchase all these lands. As an alternative method, residents’ 

pooling fund may gather money to buy or rent the forest. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   

12 Contract for Practival Use of Greenbelts(녹지 용계약, 祿地活用契約) : On the Act on Urban Parks, 
Greenbelts, Etc, Article 12, a City Mayer, if it is deemed necessary to expand park greenbelts in order to allow 
citizens easy access to them, enter into a contract with the owner of any land in urban area, which has excellent 
vegetation or forest floors, with the contents of such contract calling for the support of the preservation, 
maintenance and utilization of such vegetation or such forest floors of the relevant land. 

13 Afforestation Contract (녹 계약. 綠化契約) : On the Act on Urban Parks, Greenbelts, Etc, Article 13, a 
City Mayer if it is deemed necessary for the urban afforestation, enter into a contract with the owner or the 
residents of the land, in a certain urban area with the contents of such contract calling for the supply of saplings 
and support for necessary measures taken to supply them, etc, on the condition that the measures falling under 
each of the following subparagraphs are taken: 

1. The protection of forest belts, etc,; 

2. An increase in the vegetation ratio compared with the area of the relevant land; 

3. An increase in the vegetation that prevails over the relevant land. 

 Characteristic Land Acquisition Method 
Priority of 
the process 

Area 1 Entrance of the Village & 
Site for Public Physical 
Fitness Park 

-Being Compensated 
-Contract for Practical Use of Greenbelt12 2 

 
Area 2 

Community Facilities : 
Kindergarten, Senior 
Citizen’s center 

-Land Compensation 
-Contract for Practical Use of Greenbelt 
-Afforestation Contract13 

3 -Residents pooling of fund 

Area 3 Village of demolishing and 
low houses, Degrade 
 

-Land Compensation 
-Roof Garden  
-Afforestation Contract 

Area 4 Urban Natural Park 
Facilities area  

Expected to be compensated by District 
office 

1 

Area 5 District Unit Plan Ⅰ -Contributed Acceptance(寄附採納) 
-Setback Building Line for Public Open 
Space 

4 

<Table 4.3 Characteristics of areas and land acquisition method > 
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 Contract for Practical Use of Greenbelt/ Afforestation Contract14 

Seoul City has drawn up municipal ordinances to secure the land for green space since 

2005. For establishing green space framework, systems of ‘Contract for Practical Use of 

Greenbelt’ and ‘Afforestation Contract’ have been introduced. 

For practical use within a greenbelt, the owner of private land, which is near the Urban 

Natural Park area or greenbelt or neighborhood forest, can conclude ‘Contract for 

Practical Use of Greenbelt’ with the mayor of the city. If the owner contracts the mayor 

then the owner receives tax reduction of approximately 2milion won per hectare. The 

target land is an area which is above tree hundred square meters or is in a condition of 

being early damage, because high naturalness. In addition, Seoul city provides saplings, 

a total reforestation service and trails for users’ convenience and supports forest 

conservation on the contracted land. The Contract for Practical Use of Greenbelt lasts 

for five years. 

An afforestation contract is applied on smaller pieces of land such as an unused lot in 

urban area, remnants patches, apartment complex spaces, and spoiled private land. If 

individuals or organizations get in, contract with the City with the intent of keeping 

green space during a certain period, they will have advantages of being provided with 

landscaping materials and, supported maintenance cost. 

 

                                                   

14 "녹지 용계약, 녹 계약." Spokesman's Office of Seoul, http://spokesman.seoul.go.kr/. 

Address Official land 
value(won) 

Area(m2) Land cost(won) Land cost(dollar) 

San10-1 130,000 7,089 921,570,000 803,461 

San11-1 133,000 32,432 4,313,456,000 3,760,641 

San13-6 132,000 16,601 2,191,332,000 1,910,490 

San13-1 59,100 25,091 1,482,878,100 1,292,832 

99Jang 1,560,000 3,270 5,101,200,000 4,447,428 

<Table 4.4 Official land value and cost of private forest, 1dollar=1,146won, 7/26/2012,> 
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Chapter Ⅴ Framework 

1. Planning Strategy 

 To improve the forest edge as a mutual benefit to natural and human as proposed in this 

thesis, a planning strategy has to be developed. It is a programmatic strategy developed 

from theories and legal realistic planning measures in place. Any planning and design 

ideas in more detail can de depart from the planning strategy. 

 

Soft Edge and Green Corridor 

Forest must not be seen as an obstacle 

preventing development; rather it is an 

element of urban infrastructure. 

To positively correlate urban fabric 

and green area, we have to exploit the 

existing urban fabric as the gate of a 

green corridor. The edge becomes a 

transition area that connects urban 

fabric and forest gradually. Roads and 

paths are the most critical source of the 

corridor which interrelate forest and 

urban fabric.  

Although the current condition of the forest is poor, the government of Seoul has 

designated it was one of the types of urban planning facilities since 1971. 1 Urban 

planning facilities are regarded as urban infrastructure which is protected, and can be 

exploited as urban development. A forest is part of the infrastructure of the city, beyond 

boundaries of pieces of owned land. 

  

                                                   

1 Act on Urban Parks and Greenbelt, Statues of the Republic of Korea ,http://elaw.klri.re.kr/ 

<Figure 5.1 Diagram of soft edge and green corridor> 
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More Patches : Increasing Porosity 

Patches bring or conduce forest 

naturalness to urban area. Patches help 

both the urban and the natural to come 

together as joint space. Patches reinforce 

forest density, species dynamics, and 

stability. Furthermore, patches ensure 

outside activity. Already disturbed place 

by human is suitable for large public 

space with park programs. 

Forman and Godron states, “Patches are 

prominent and ubiquitous structural features of landscapes (1986).” Patches may have 

variety of character out of soil texture, water feature and vegetation conditions. Existing 

and potential natural and urban conditions are the premises of patches to be made.  

 

Extending boundary of the forest 

The physical, psychological boundary of 

the forest must be extended along the edge 

and corridors. Also, the complexity of 

vegetation along the whole circumference 

of edge needs to be strengthened as a buffer 

along the forest. The buffer provides a 

protection for the urban texture against cold 

or hot weather, and wind, and extreme over 

flow in water discharge. The buffer can 

return the original forest scenery of the 

village. Furthermore the buffer may grow and develop more aesthetically over the yaers 

with the developments in the village and industrial complex.   

<Figure 5.2 Diagram of increasing porosity> 

<Figure 5.3 Diagram of extending boundary>  
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2. Theory into practice 

“Edge effect” is presented in both positive and negative way. Unmanaged vacant lot or 

cut off fields are filled with edge species in short time. However, edge has much more 

diversity of vegetation than interior forest because of sunlight. It is able to apply as 

buffer of the forest from disturbance of people. And also can be ecological green area 

community people and visitors. The strong accessibility of the edge is able to use as 

small public space such as pavilions and gardens. When reconstruct derelict residential 

area, concerning ecological connection should take priority to strengthen characteristic 

of urban forest and restrict spreading of residential buildings.  

“Porosity” is the measure of the density of patches.2 In this case patches has similar 

feature with forest. Patches are going to be inserted on the articulated soil from mountain. 

And “Matrix” is urban fabric on surrounding residential and industrial area. Matrix 

forms interval between patches and patches grow. As time passes, edge and patches start 

to function as parts of one’s ecosystem. 

                                                   

2 Richard T. T. Forman and Michel Godron, Landscape Ecology (New York: Wiley, 1986). 

<Figure 5.4 Connection of theory and practice> 
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3. Planning Areas 

 

<Figure 5.5 Five planning areas> 

<Table 5.1 Planning strategy> 
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To apply various strategical methods, I will set 5 areas regarding each area’s character. 

First, in Area 1, there are a Fitness park on the hill and a row-rise residential and 

commercial buildings adjoining main road. Easily accessible trail and transition space 

will be proposed. And on the bus terminus area as an out of the stream, rainwater 

retention pond is required.  

Second, in Area 2, community facilities are mainly located such as a kindergarten, a 

Police station, a senior center on right side. Interspace between buildings, vacant lots 

and parking space are opportunities and points of study.  

In Area 3, unmanaged houses for long period are scattered with small farms. 

Unauthorized houses and farming field are widely distributed. Methods to prevent 

erosion are necessary. The way to forest is hidden by edge species such as Mantel: vine 

and bushes. Furthermore, on trails, soil erosion is becoming serious problem. As nearest 

village from the forest, regeneration plan of village will be presented. 

In Area 4, a vacant lot is occupied by unauthorized cultivation activity. This area 

adjoins the west side of industrial complex. As a buffer for the community, common 

place of workers and dwellers the vacant lot has possibility. 

 In Area 5, Onsu industrial complex, whole reconstruction plan is establishing 

currently. It will be designed mostly with apartment-style buildings. By a more 

ecological concept, law and ordinance, space for the buffer between industrial complex 

and villages is a planning issue.  
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Chapter Ⅵ Planning  

1. Basic Plan 

1.1 Patches, Porosity, Water flow 

 

 Patches are inserted into available land that has possibility of becoming public space by 

Government’s and district office’s land acquisition. Somewhat large form of patches and 

small forms are distributed at various points. Patches have vegetation communities from 

the forest, soil character and frequently used plants by Onsu-dong dwellers. And those 

patches can be used as variety of programs: community garden, backyard garden, square, 

retention pond. Etc.   

Linear shaped patches form green corridors that can be a buffer between residential 

area and industrial area. Green corridors work with stream which would be restored. 

Green corridors introduce forest vegetation to urban fabric as roadside trees or riparian 

vegetation. Those are also can be regarded as a path for pedestrians. 

<Figure 6.1 Diagram of patches and water flow> 
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 Streams which form watershed from the forest come into the lowest land. On the 

village area, streams flow as drainage swale that drains rain water from the road and all 

kinds of impermeable area. Before streams going to the main stream, they gather on 

some spots for retention and purification. Variable sized ponds are placed on the village 

area to retain regular day’s rain water especially in summer rainy season. Retention 

ponds have an half of capacity to retain one in ten year rainfall intensity. 
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1.2  Circulation of Human and Vehicles 

 

 

Dark green colored trail is existed on the site; brown colored trail is new suggestions of 

access to the forest. Those trails link dwellers’ and workers’ attentions to the forest and 

make the forest close amenity of the village. On the industrial area two of linear 

exclusive pedestrian road is planned.  

 The vehicle road should be separated for the village and industries one another. One 

main road form south to north is suggested for necessity of industries. And three of cross 

roads are linking the village to Buchun city. Two parking spaces are planned in 

underground of the square and community garden which have capacities of 180 and 35 

cars each in single basement floor. These underground parking places are used for 

dwellers, industry workers, visitors and relive the parking problems in Onsu-dong 

village. 

  

<Figure 6.2 Circulation diagram of human and vehicles> 
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1.3 Synthesize: Vegetation, Soil and Water with the Urban fabric 

 

<Figure 6.3 Synthesize diagram for existing environment and green patches, Qa : Quercus mongolica, Cc : 
Castania crenata, Qa : Quercus acutissima, Ap : Acer palmatum, Pd: Pinus densiflora> 
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Newly proposed green patch, corridor and rainwater retention ponds combines with 

existing vegetation and soil. Patches and corridor connects the forest and the urban area. 

Rainwater retention ponds, which have a capacity of containing the storm water that 

comes once in ten years, are suggested on stream ways. Retention ponds can be used as 

recreation space and ecological wetland in usual days. 

Existing forest vegetation will be succeeded by naturally strong species such as, 

Quercus spp., Castania crenata and Pinus densiflora. The vegetation which connects 

and strengthens forest and urban area can be introduced. 

Near the Quercus spp. area, climax species of Quercus spp forest, also known as 

Carpinus laxiflora, can be planted as road side and park tree. Also Quercus aliena is 

proper for amenity places near the forest. 

According to soil characters, on JiB soil which is wet in summer season (see also 

page 31-3), rain water retention area is suitable for Salix spp. Alnus hirsuta can be 

introduced on the swallow forest valley where water gathers and flows. On the lower 

land and gentle slope, Celtis sinensis is appropriate for alluvial soil. Community of these 

trees becomes a metaphor for the maeulsoop. On a lower land of AsD2 soil, Morus alba 

(mulberry) can be planted for road side trees and for berry-pickings. For the lower land 

where it is near the stream, Paulownia tomentosa (Koreana paulownia) will naturally 

grow well. The area has abundant of Korean paulownia trees where the origin Oryu (梧

柳)-gol proving the fact(see also table 3.1).  

On YbC2 soil of the eastern slope, Malus domestica (apple tree) may grow well. 

Some residents have already planted apple trees on the slope to pick apples. Malus 

domestica is also good for as a garden tree, its white flowers are beautiful in late spring.  

Under the canopy trees, Saum the herbaceous plants are suitable and Mantel can be 

adopted for shrub species. To attain prompt results, planting shrub species is required but 

herbaceous plants will appear naturally and be adjusted to Onsu-dong climates and soil. 
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1.4 Program/Facility 

1.4.1 User’s Needs1 

On April, 25th, Dwellers’ Onsu-dong first town meeting was held. Under the Citizen-

Participating Dwelling Regeneration Project, Dwellers have been established residents’ 

association and made an agenda. Anyone of the village dwellers has right to participate 

and they made a website online to share the information and be open voted result about 

issues to the public. So far, 5 times of town meeting were held, in the first meeting 148 

dwellers took part, third for 25(on May 10th), fifth for 20(on May, 24th).  

In the second meeting dweller’s voted for concept and needs of Onsu-dong village. The 

priority was eco-friendly village (40%); the second was welfare (28%); the third was 

convenient walking village (20%). 

And dwellers set priorities of the project issue. 

<Table 6.1 Onsu-dong residents’ opinions> 

 

In addition, dwellers established ideal of future Onsu-dong village.  

The daily life of the future : Children running around in a pleasant environment without 

having to worry, villagers walking in the well-maintained forest, resting in the village 

sauna. 

The leisure of the future: Villagers doing voluntary work at the town hall, reading books 

in the village library, exercising with neighbors in the fitness park.  

The cultural exchange of the future: Taking with neighbors on the village road, 

exchanging goods at a village bazaar.  

                                                   

1 Onsu-dong Village Project(Citizen-Participating Dwelling Regeneration Project), 
http://cafe.naver.com/onsugol/ 

Issues Proportion 
Separating village from Onsu industrial Complex 22% 
Main road maintenance(Buil-ro 1)  
Removal of Onsu Driving School 

16% 
16 % 

Managing unauthorized houses and vacant houses 12% 
Community Facility 9% 
Parking space 
Complex house’s exterior 

5% 
5% 

Park 
Forest Trail 
Rainwater drainage system 

Etc. 
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1.4.2 Program/Facility 

 

 Program/Facility Area 

Program 

Carpenter’s shop 1 

Public library 
2 

Back yard garden 
Community garden 3 
Plum Orchard 

4 
Retention Pond & Riparian Forest 
Community Farm 
Greenhouse 
Café (remodel factory building) 
Square 

5 
Woodchip Factory 

Proposed Facility 
Stream walk 5 

Multifamily house 3 
Forest trail 1,2,3,4,5 

Existing Facility 

Fitness park 1 

Senior Citizen’s Center 

2 
Police Box 
Kindergarten 
Citizen-Participating Office 

 

 

  

<Table 6.2 Programs> 

<Figure 6.4 Program connectivity > 
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1.4.3 Calculation of Storm Water Retention Capacity 

The site boundary is configured as a regional watershed. As a watershed area, on-site 

storm water retention system is required. A total volume of runoff and area of retention 

ponds can be calculated by a rational formula. Retention ponds can be varied from large 

ecological neighborhood park to small house garden. Within the boundary the rational 

formula estimates the peak rate of runoff as a function of the drainage area, runoff 

coefficient and mean rainfall intensity for duration equal to the time of concentration.2 

The rational formula is as follows: 

 

Q = CIA 

Q = Peak flow from the drainage area(m3/sec) 

C = Coefficient of runoff(dimensionless) 

I = Rainfall intensity for a given time to peak (mm/hr) 

A = Drainage area (ha) 

 

 
<Table 6.3. Recommended Runoff Coefficient Values 
(Storm Water Design Manual. City of Raleigh, 2002.)> 

Description of Area Runoff Coefficient, C 

Woodlands 0.20 

Parks(lawn) 0.25 

Multi-family house area 0.60-0.75 

Industry area 0.60-0.90 

 

 

On the site, generally there are 4 land types(woodlands, parks, Multi-family house area, 

industry area) have their own runoff coefficient values. In Korea, current water retention 

plan frequency is 50 years.3 However 50years probable rainfall intensity shows a 

tendency to increase 99.1mm/hr in 2009, 103.5mm/hr in 2030 in Seoul area.4 Therefore, 

to secure long period sustainability, using 50 years rainfall frequency rate will be more 

                                                   

2 Stormwater Design Manual. City of Raleigh, 2002. 

3 Lee, Soon-tak, Han, Hyoung-gun. 개발사업에 따른 재해의 효율  감방안 연구. Korea Land & 
Housing Corportaion, 2002. 

4 Moon, Young-Il, Park, Gu-Soon, Han, Byung-Chan, Yoon, Sun-Kwon. "A Study on the Urban Flood 
Analysis Cause of Downtown Area Heavy Rain and Plan for Reaction." Paper presented at the Korea Water 
Resources Association Conference 2011. 

<Figure 6.5 Catchment areas> 
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stable. The estimated 50 years rainfall frequency is 189mm/3hrs at Yangchun 

hydrographic observatory(which is the nearest observatory from the site)5. 

 

Q1 (woodland) = 0.20 × 202864  × 189mm/3hrs= 0.710 m3/sec 

Q2 (Multi-family house area)= 0.25 × 121844  × 189mm/3hrs = 0.533 m3/sec 

Q3 (Industry area) = 0.60 × 83031  × 189mm/3hrs = 0.872 m3/sec 

Q4 (Parks, lawn) = 0.25 × 35000  × 189mm/3hrs = 0.153 m3/sec 

 

Qtotal = Q1 + Q2 + Q3 + Q4 = 2.268 m3/sec 

 

Volume of runoff = Q x t = Flowrate x time 

V = 2.368 m3/sec×3 hours×3600 sec / hour = 24494.4 m3 = 24,494,400 Litres 

 

Q1-1(watershed for ecological pond) = 0.2 × 74587  × 189mm/3hrs = 0.261 m3/sec 

V1-1= 0.261 m3/sec×3 hours×3600 sec / hour = 2818.8 m3 = 2,818,800 Liters 

 

To tolerate one in hundred years rainfall, 

totally 24494.4 cubic meters of rain water 

should be retained within the site. On the 

north side, there is enough space for retention 

pond with a capacity of 3542.4 cubic meters 

at an average of 2 meters depth. And 6 of 

small ponds can contain 3661 cubic meters of 

water at an average of 1 meter. At a minimum 

7203.4 cubic meters of water can be retained 

natural way. That is more half of total amount of one in ten years rainfall volume (10 

years frequency: Q = 3.583 m3/sec, V = 12,899 m3) 

Then, one in fifty years, rest of 17291 cubic meters of water should be retained on the 

outlet of the mainstream. Proper site can be regarded at bus terminus where all 

waterlines gather. The area of retention facility is 8000 square meters, therefore if 

dipping facility is applied, water level limit should be 100 millimeters  for a parking 

                                                   

5 Moon, Young-Il, Park, Gu-Soon, Han, Byung-Chan, Yoon, Sun-Kwon. "A Study on the Urban Flood 
Analysis Cause of Downtown Area Heavy Rain and Plan for Reaction." Paper presented at the Korea Water 
Resources Association Conference 2011. 

<Figure 6.6 Rain water retention capacity> 
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area. 8000 square meter of dipping rainwater facility has a capacity of 800 cubic meters 

of water. 

 

 

  

<Figure 6.7 Dipping rainwater facility on bus terminus> 
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2 Realization and Management 

2.1 Secure Green Spaces 

 

Area 
Policy 

Current Additional Proposal 

Residential 
Area 

Citizen-Participating Dwelling 
Regeneration Project 

-Residential environment improvement 
project 

-Street and housing rearrangement 
project 
-Village community project 

+Afforestation Contract 
 →Tax exemption, grant-in-aid, transfer 

of ownership of trees and facilities 
after 5 years contract period. 

 
+Wall removal: opening of personal 
house garden to public/ Green parking 
 →Grant-in-aid 
 
+Roof and Rainwater garden 
 →Technical support, cost aid 

Industrial 
Area 

District Unit Plan Ⅰ 
-Park area: more than 5% of district area 
-Building-to-land ratio: Under 60%  
-Floor area ratio : 300% (general 
regulation)/ 400% (only for apartment 
style industrial buildings)  
-Duty of Contributed Acceptance : more 
than 20% 
-5meters of Buffer green where faced 
with residential area 

+Additional Incentive for high taxpayers of 
contributed acceptance 
+Knowledge based industry 
→IT industry, Film and video industry 

 
+Environment-friendly industry 
→Forest product process: wild edible 

greens, Wood processing(DIY-
facilities, woodchip)  

 

Forest 

Urban Natural Park 
+20% of facilities area(compensated) 
+80% of bill-lift anticipated area 
(Private forest) 

 - San10-1: ￦ 921,570,000($ 803,461) 

 - San11-1: ￦4,313,456,000 
($ 3,760,641) 

 - San13-6: ￦2,191,332,000 
($ 1,910,490) 

 - San 13-1: ￦1,482,878,100 
($ 1,292,832) 

 
 -Private forest : 81213 m2 
 -Average of official land value per 1m2 

 : ￦109,702 ($ 95.64) 

+ Contract for practical use of 
greenbelt 

→Tax exemption, grant-in-aid  

→Consultation for forest management 
and agriculture 

→Afforestation 
 

+ Improving forest owner’s income 
and maintain the forest 
 →Rental business for school forest 

→Rental business for forest 
kindergarten. 

 →Operating camping ground 
 
+Resident’s pooling of fund 
-Common property : forest 
-Long-term rental 

 

There are several methods to secure green land for public. Residential area is 

currently under Citizen-Participating Dwelling Regeneration Project which is focused 

<Table 6.4 Policy proposal> 
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on community and public facility. On this project, afforestation contract, wall removal 

and roof garden policies are proceeding together. Offering citizens define advantages is 

important to get them to participate and understand merits of green amenity. 

On the industrial area, District Unit Plan Ⅰ is under processing. By regulations, 

5percents of land in industrial area is secured for park spaces. Additionally, more 

20percents of land can be secured by contribute acceptance. Government may 

encourage contributed acceptance by parks and green ways, rather than buildings or 

another property. To maintain pleasant environment and improve citizen’s impression 

around industrial area, district office may attract low and non-waist industry such as IT 

or film industry. The Green-tech industry may also accomplish positive roles with forest 

products such as wild edible greens or woodchips. Those products are also used as 

village incomes. 

 Forest area is currently under Urban Natural Park regulation. Due to the lack of the 

budget, government only has purchased 20percents of the forest area. Rest of 80percents 

of the area will be lifted from development-regulated area unless it is compensated until 

2020. To prevent inconsiderate destruction of the forest, a certain action should be made. 

Contract for practical use of green belt can be one of the methods. For that government 

should offer land owners tax exemption and grant-in-aid. Korean Forest Service offers 

an afforestation service for any forest owners and 90percents of cost aid. The effect of 

10years afforestation produces a result of twice amount of timber stock (’97: 53㎥/ha 

→ ’09: 109㎥/ha, though out the nation)6.  

 Furthermore, forest owner’s property rights should be protected with forest 

preservation. Rental business for school forest and forest kindergarten is one of the 

methods. Forest owners may operate camping ground in the well managed forest. 

Besides, growing timber stock is forest owners’ source of easy income. 

 To overcome lack of government budget for the land, residents can gather voluntary 

pooling fund.  

 To realize these ideas, positive collaborations between interest groups are necessary. 

                                                   

6 Korean Forest Service, “Afforestation Service”, http://www.forest.go.kr/newkfsweb/ 
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Government, NGO, industry, residents, forest owners, and visitors have an important 

role to each part. Their interests interact and whole environment and social system will 

be improved. On the next page interest groups’ corporation diagram is presented (see 

Fig. 6.9). 

 

 

2.2 Time line 

 

 

 

<Figure 6.8 Time line> 
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<Figure 6.9 Interest groups’ corporation diagram > 
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3. Planning the Forest Edge 

3.1 Masterplan 

 

<Drawing 6.1 Masterplan> 
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3.2 Sections 

Section lines are located on the masterplan. 

< Drawing 6.2 Section A-A’> 
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< Drawing 6.3 Section B-B’> 
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< Drawing 6.4 Section C-C’> 
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< Drawing 6.5 Section D-D’> 
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<Drawing 6.6 Section E-E’> 
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3.3 Plant Communities and Possibilities for Edge (patches in the urban area) 

 

 

  

<Drawing 6.7 Section: soft edge for Quercus spp. forest and Carpinus laxiflora trees> 

<Table 6.5 Plant possibilities for Quercus spp. forest> 

<Figure 6.9 Introduced plants 1> 
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<Drawing 6.8 Section: soft edge for valley and riparian area> 

<Table 6.6 Plant possibilities for Alnus hisuta forest and Salix spp. forest> 

< Figure 6.10 Introduced plants 2> 
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Chapter Ⅶ Conclusion 

 

The growing interests in urban forest, green infra as citizens’ resting place and 

variety of planning process are currently underway. In Onsu-dong urban plans are 

layered and separately proceeding. Urban plans which normally government oriented 

are fragmented and limited not more than 20 years.  

 

This thesis is written for integrated sight of ecological urban forest planning. 

Ultimate purpose of this study is changing an unfavorable urban landscape. As 

fundamental elements of the planning, existing soil and vegetation are investigated and 

applied to the proposal. On the patch and the corridor, where they connect the place of 

forest and the urban area, successional or proper vegetation is introduced according to 

literature study and site investigation. Then the circulation of human and vehicle and the 

resident required programs are reflected. This planning approach is one of the ecological 

thoughts and it should be studied more about it realization method through researchers 

and planners. 

 

The second chapter of this study, surveyed researchers’ landscape ecological 

approach about forest edge and landscape architects’ thoughts on urban forest and 

maeulsoop as traditional amenity (Korean traditional village forest). Ein kerem in 

Jerusalem, Islael and Marbug in Germany were selected as appropriate case of soft 

forest edge. These two cities have long term plans for afforestation and policies to 

maintain their forest areas. In the third chapter, as basic step of the planning and site 

analysis, was about local history, topography, soil, vegetation, traffic, green and open 

space. Chapter four elaborates the variety of government urban planning projects which 

shows typical Korean approaches to the city. In chapter five, the fundamental concepts 

such as patch, corridor and extending boundary were applied as a planning process. The 

chapter six gave shape to vegetation, water flow, human and vehicle circulation. In order 

to actualize this plan, utilization of current policies and proposal of new policies were 

organized, and then the user-required programs were applied. 
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The meaning of this study is as follows. As a first study of this kind in Korea, it has 

focused on integrating edge theory and urban forest practice to generate a practical plan 

strategy. Vegetation succession of the forest edge was reflected as part of the plant 

communities of the whole forest to plan it in the long term as a sustainable edge of the 

urban area. A straightforward extrapolation of the data of Onsu-dong to other regions is 

not possible. However, the approach that is proposed can be applied to any similar 

situation where the city edges on a hillside forest. Forest edges are still in need of 

detailed methods for establishing them in more sustainable planning or design 

approaches. 
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국  
 

  인간 주 경에  가장 일  마주할  있는 경 이었다. 격하고 분별

한 도시  인하여 그 생태  가  요  잊  나 근 울 , 북 울 꿈

  등   주  한 공원이 에 라 그 가 가 재조명 고 있다.  

  도시  불규 한 태  그 경계를 공 한다. 경계  격 역시 도시  능에 

른다. 재  과 도시  는 경계  모습  악하는 것과 보다 나  이용, 보

 한 계획안  필요가 증 고 있다.    

 논  목 는, 첫째, 인간  주 경이며 이 운 공간 써 각각  다른 도시 능과 

하는  가장자리  통합 이고 지속가능 한 경  모색하는 것이다. 째, 도시  

가장자리를 보 할  있는 생태  법  존식생  복원과 천이를 계에 용하

는 것이다. 째, 실 인 근  통해 재  도  약 속에  도시  가장자리  

해결  모색하는 것이다. 

  본고  2장에 는 도시  가장자리에 한 가지 이  근  담았다. 경 생태학

에  보는  가장자리  조경학계에  보는 도시 , 한국  마 에 한 조사가 진행

었다. 3장  상지에 한 구체  역사, 황,  체계, 토양, 존식생, 통, 토지이

용, 주변 픈 스페이스 등  담고 있다. 논  상지 는 울시 구 구 동  

하 다. 울  경계부인  주거지  공업지  맞닿는 도시자연공원이 포함

다. 동  울  남단 가장자리에 하여 지리 , 심리  경계  격  갖는다. 

4장에 는 상지 내에 진행 고 있는 도시계획안, 마 만들  프 트, 도시자연공

원 시 지구계획안  분 하고 이들  통합  도시 과 연계시키  한 새

운 안인 본 연구  타당  부각시켰다. 5장에 는 계  략 , 그린인프라 써

 연한 경계, 도시  격  연장하는 들  용, 그린 버퍼 써   가장

자리 장에 한 사고  름  하 다.  

6장  종합  결과  존  토양과 식생   도입   있는 식 들  

 코리 에 용하고 동 , 프 그램과 연결시켰다. 미래  우 식생인 참나 (Quercus 

spp.)림에 가 운 지역에는 어나 (Carpinus laxiflora)  갈참나 (Quercus aliena)

가 용 어 과 도시지역  연결하는 코리도어(Corridor)  역할  하게 다. 습지에

는 버드나  종류(Salix spp.)가 새  도입   있 며, 골짜 에는 존에 산재하는 
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리나 (Alnus hirsuta)를 보 ,  할  있다. 마  쪽  사과나 (Marus 

domestica)가 자라  알맞  토양  사과나 는 원  과  이용   있 며 

마 과 공단 사이  류천 지류  한 지 에는 뽕나 (Morus alba)가 자라  알맞

다. 동나 (Paulownia tomentosa) 역시 이 지역에  잘 자랐   라 합 종

 하 다.  

동 주민들  울시에  도입한 마  만들  프 트를 회 를 통하여 마 에 

필요한 프 그램들  도출해 내었고 이를 탕  프 그램  계획하여 안 식생과 

통합한 결과  마스 플랜과 5개  , 2개   가장자리 상  식생 안 도면  나

타내었다. 

 

주요어: 도시 ,  가장자리, 경 생태, 생태  계획, 식생 천이, 마   

학번: 2010-23907 
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